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Figure 1 The Nene Valley in mid-spring (Alison Cross, RNRP)

Foreword
Stuart Orme, Chair
Nenescape Landscape Partnership Board
Bookended by Northampton and Peterborough, the Nenescape LPS area covers some 198km2 of landscape, following the course of the River
Nene in the very heart of England. On the surface this would seem to be an archetypal English landscape of river meadows, woodland, farmland,
villages and market towns. However, the Nene Valley is an ever-changing landscape, both affecting and changed by the people who have
chosen to settle here over the last three millennia.
What makes this landscape unique is the consistent pattern of migration here by different communities, from prehistoric settlers, Romans,
Saxons and Vikings, to London overspill and EU citizens in more recent times. Each community has left its impact on the area physically and
culturally, often leaving behind evidence of national and international significances. Change also means that it is vitally important to record,
understand and interpret this area at a time when it is evolving rapidly, to provide a sense of place and belonging for those moving into this area
and existing residents alike, or to encourage more visitors and tourists to explore this landscape.
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Figure 2 Looking south towards the River Nene and gravel pits (Alison Cross, RNRP)

Introduction

This document is the manual which will guide and inform the work of the Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme. The Nenescape
Landscape Conservation Action Plan explains in detail how we will deliver our projects between 2017 and 2022.
The LCAP consists of three parts:
Part 1: The scheme plan
A description of this enigmatic landscape, its people, its influences and it
character. We outline our scheme’s vision and how we plan to protect, preserve
and promote the landscape and its heritage.
Part 2: Non-technical summary
An overview of the projects and their ambitions. This document is compiled from
the detail provided by project partners in part three.
Part 3: Full project plans
Detailed descriptions of each project, their costs and how they will be delivered.
There is also a series of appendices which include independent studies,
assessments and evaluations, labelled as ‘Supporting Documents’.
Figure 3 A map of the Nenescape boundary

Supporting Documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Nenescape Landscape Character Assessment (RNRP, 2017)
Audience, Access and Zonation Study (RNRP, 2017)
Nenescape Communications Strategy (RNRP, 2017)
Angling Survey (Substance, 2017)
Waterspace Study (Richard Glen Associates, 2017)
Backwater Study (Brayshaw/RNRP 2017)

The Nenescape LCAP was adopted by the Partnership board on 15 May 2017 and will be used to monitor and guide future actions of the
partnership and its projects.
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Executive Summary
Kathryn Soares, CEO River Nene Regional Park and host of Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme
The River Nene Regional Park and Partners are pleased to present this Landscape Conservation Action Plan. This comprehensive document
provides information on the cultural and natural heritage of the Nene River Valley, identifies the threats and opportunities within the area, and
details the projects that Nenescape will deliver between 2017 and 2022.
The Nene Valley is a landscape characterised by immigration and shaped by industry. A landscape that has been in a state of human induced
change for thousands of years, change that will continue into the future due to the impacts of population growth and climate change.
The Valley has one of the longest records of continuous human inhabitation in Northern Europe with evidence of significant settlements dating
back to the Bronze Age. Some of this record is evident in the architecture including churches, mills and stately homes but much is buried, hidden
below the surface and difficult to access either intellectually or physically.
There is also a rich industrial heritage here, some of which has
permanently shaped the landscape. But, more than gravel extraction, this
landscape has contributed to development all across England and Europe
with the export of bricks, pottery, lace, leather goods and, more recently,
agricultural produce. Agriculture remains a strong feature in the Valley and
will, for most people, dominate their impression of the area.
People aside, this Valley is home to globally significant wetland and lake
assemblages and associated bird species with the River Nene providing a
focal point for nature as well as human recreation. The Valley is also home
to some nationally important populations of rare and declining species.

Figure 4 Bridge and viaduct at Chester Farm (DNV)

In brief, this very ordinary British Landscape is anything but ordinary. It is
little known and, for many, inconsequential. But, as we have discovered
during the preparation of this document and will share through the delivery
of our scheme of projects, this is a remarkable landscape. A landscape
that has made, and is making, enormous contributions to history. A
landscape that is mysterious, unknown and unsung. A landscape that
Nenescape will reveal and celebrate with the support of Heritage Lottery
Funding.
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The reapers leave their beds before the sun
And gleaners follow when home toils are don
To pick the littered ear the reaper leaves
And glean in open fields among the sheaves
John Clare, extract from ‘A Shepherds Calendar – August’

Section 1 – The landscape
Figure 5 Harvest near Hardwater Crossing (A Johnson, RNRP)
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2.0 The landscape today
Stuart Orme, Historian and Director of Operations
Peterborough Cathedral
The Nene Valley has always been a changing and diverse landscape – not merely in terms of the diversity of urban, agricultural and natural
environments, or the industries and trades that have been practised alongside, but in the different communities that have settled here. One of the
constants that has been the case in this area are different migrant communities, from prehistoric settles, Romans, Saxons and Vikings, to
London overspill and EU citizens in more recent times. This makes for a fascinating cultural mix, but also provides one of the key reasons why
the Nenescape Project is so important. Changing communities mean that the environment, character and heritage is even more important to
record and understand at a time when it is changing rapidly, both for the identity of those who are long term residents, and to provide a sense of
place and belonging for those who are moving into this area.
In order to better understand some of these changes, and to appreciate the significance of the story of this area in a local, national and even
international context, it is appropriate to provide an overview of some of the significant periods and aspects of the Nene Valley’s story. These
provide the stories, characters, and in many cases invisible or lost features that make this area so special.
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2.1 Areas of significance
A full statement of significance is provided in Nenescape Landscape Character Assessment (supporting document - 1). The table below details
the significant areas within the Nenescape area.

Areas of
significance

National significance

Local significance

Landscape
Character

Predominantly National Character Area 89 –
Northamptonshire Vales

Broad river valley floodplain, rolling ironstone and limestone valley
slopes and clay plateau
Arable cultivation up to river edge, market towns backing onto river

Natural
Environment

Upper Nene Valley Gravel Pits Special
Protection Area
Wetland of International Importance under
Ramsar Convention
Nene Valley Nature Improvement Area
Overwintering bird populations (including
gadwall, golden plover and bittern)
7 SSSIs

Wetland meadows, grazing marsh, reedbeds and wet woodland
30 Local Nature Reserves
63 Local Wildlife Sites

Geology

Sand, gravel and clay

Limestone, ironstone, Collyweston stone slate

Cultural
Heritage

Flag Fen archaeological site
Peterborough cathedral
National Leather Collection
78 Derngate (designed by Charles Rennie
Mackintosh)
1460 Battle of Northampton site
54 Listed Building Grade I
33 Conservation areas
24 Schedule Ancient Monuments

Chester Farm and Durobrivae archaeological sites
Castles/fortifications: Longthorpe Tower, Fotheringhay, Barnwell,
Northampton
Heritage attractions: Peterborough, Oundle and Wellingborough
Museums, Nene Valley Railway, Lyveden New Bield, Prebendal Manor,
Delapre Abbey
Northampton Museum shoe collection
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Community
Value

Economic
Value

7 Listed Parks and Gardens

5 Country parks – Ferry Meadows, Stanwick Lakes, Irchester and
Barnwell and a number of historic formal parks and gardens in
Northampton, Wellingborough and Peterborough
Tranquillity and wildlife of river makes it attractive for recreation, outdoor
activities
Variation in pronunciation of river’s name (‘Nen’ and ‘Neen’)
SMEs and growing local tourism partnerships aiding economic growth
Northampton and Peterborough centres for focus of investment
LEPs developing economic activity
Intensively farmed area
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3.0 Natural heritage of the Nene Valley
Matt Johnson, Living Landscape Manager,
Wildlife Trust for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Northamptonshire
Consisting of the gravel pits of the Special Protection Area (SPA) at its core and surrounded by fragmented wetland habitats, downstream the
Nene Valley becomes a more rural agricultural landscape with scattered grassland and wetland habitats, with the river forming the only real
connection for wildlife into the urban landscape around Peterborough.
The Nene valley is one of the most important freshwater wetland habitats in the Midlands, with internationally significant numbers of
overwintering birds. There are also locally important associated wetland habitats, mainly meadows, grazing marsh and reedbed, which are home
to rare plants and insects. However many wildlife habitats in the Nene Valley have declined greatly over the last 80 years with a 95% decrease in
semi-natural grasslands and 88% in marshland areas.

Figure 6 Grey heron in flight (Wildlife Trust)
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3.1 Gravel pit lakes
Although the gravel pit lakes are man-made they have been reclaimed by nature and contain internationally significant numbers of overwintering
birds (ducks and waders) including over 2% of the UK population of bittern, golden plover and gadwall.
In the summer oystercatcher, little ringed plover and great crested grebe stay to breed and herons noisily breed in areas of wet woodland
overlooking the lakes. One of the most obvious breeding bird species is the common tern; numerous pairs nest in colonies on the islands where
they are safe from predators. However, there has been a decline in breeding bird assemblage in last 10 years, including a 50% decrease in grey
herons.
During the winter, large numbers and a wide variety of ducks can be seen, up to 20,000, including teal, wigeon, shoveler, pochard and tufted
duck. They are joined by large numbers of golden plover, sometimes over a thousand, which roost on the islands and fly out to nearby fields to
feed. However, many sites and species are at risk from disturbance exacerbated by new development and an increased population.

Figure 7 Developments close to gravel pit lakes in Thrapston (Alison Cross, RNRP)
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3.2 Meadows and grasslands
On the valley bottom, meadows are occasional but there has been much conversion to arable in recent years. The land alongside the river has
always been susceptible to flooding which brought nutrients to the land leaving no need for additional fertilisation but preventing arable farming.
Consequently, these fields were alive with wildflowers like great burnet, meadowsweet and ragged robin and in the early summer, fine displays of
southern marsh orchids. Fragments of flower rich meadows remain attracting pollinating insects such as butterflies and bees as well as feeding
bats and birds, whilst the wetter grasslands also provide breeding sites for ground nesting birds such as curlew.
However, many meadows have been improved or drained, thus supporting an impoverished wildflower assemblage or have been lost altogether
to arable farming or gravel extraction. In many places the soil structure is in place, even if the wildflowers have been lost, and restoration is
possible.

3.3 Woodlands and hedgerows
Woodlands are not characteristic and are usually small and confined mainly to valley sides
and to spinneys and ‘fox coverts’ on ridges and on more undulating land. Hedgerows tend to
be low, and hedgerow trees are often in poor condition. The most common hedgerow shrub is
hawthorn, but older hedgerows contain a wide variety of species often characteristic of
woodland, including field maple, dogwood and buckthorn. Hedgerow trees such as ash and
oak provide additional habitat for birds and bats. Characteristic hedgerow butterfly species
include brimstone, orange-tip, gatekeeper and holly blue.

Figure 8 Hawthorn in the valley (Alison Cross, RNRP)
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3.4 River and backwaters
The River Nene once took a meandering course all the way from its source to the sea, however it
has been engineered over many years removing tight meanders, widening and straightening the
channel, and installing locks. This has removed much of the variability in the river that provided
habitats for fish, water voles and otters. Sections of river that have been by-passed are now valuable
habitats and remain as backwaters or by-pass channels. Backwaters create a sheltered environment
for vegetation to grow, fish to spawn and young fish to develop. By-pass channels are often narrow
and fast flowing, which helps them to retain gravel beds which are crucial for trout and salmon to
spawn. Although hard to spot, otters are frequent visitors along the valley whilst water voles remain
restricted to small isolated colonies in backchannels and urban tributaries.
The marginal vegetation alongside the river provides habitat for banded demoiselle damselflies,
while the floating vegetation provides resting sites for the red-eyed damselfly. The larger dragonflies,
particularly brown, southern and migrant hawkers, patrol sheltered sections of its tributaries.
Figure 9 Meanders in the river west of Northampton
(Alison Cross, RNRP)

3.5 Wetlands
Marshes form where the soil holds or is fed water all year round, often close
to the river edge, but also where water from springs collects in peaty soil.
Marshes are rich in wildflowers that can’t grow anywhere else, like marsh
marigold, angelica, and sedges. These wet areas and their tussocky nature
are important for insects and birds. Snipe often feed and roost in marshes in
winter, and if the area is undisturbed this will provide optimal breeding
habitat which is increasingly rare in the Nene Valley. Many marshes were
lost after the Nene Valley Drainage and Improvement Act of 1852 and the
Land Drainage Act of 1930 were obtained and only fragments remain.
Grass snakes are often seen basking in the sun on the paths during warm
Figure 10 Cattle grazing in Wildlife Trust wetlands (Alison Cross, RNRP)
mornings, whilst twenty species of dragonflies and damselflies have been
recorded across the valley’s wetlands including the uncommon hairy dragonfly, a species that colonised the county in the late 1990s.
Reedbeds are found associated with some of the gravel pits and provide habitat for rare beetles, whilst reed and sedge warblers chatter in the
vegetation and late spring sees hobbies hunting for insects. Stands of willow-dominated wet woodland form valuable habitats for arrange of
insects as well as willow tits.
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3.6 Birdlife in the Nene Valley
Ross Holdgate, Lead Adviser, Field Unit Ecologist
Natural England (Essex, Herts, Beds, Cambs & Northants Area Team)
The birdlife in the Nene Valley is recognised by the designations of the Upper Nene
Valley Gravel Pits Site of Special Scientific Interest, Special Protection Area and
Wetland of International Importance under the Ramsar Convention. These
designations are made in recognition of the winter assemblage of over 20,000 water
birds, non-breeding populations of species including gadwall, mute swan, golden
plover and bittern and the range of breeding birds. The designated areas extend to
1381 hectares of the most important wetland habitats in the Nene Valley. They
include over 80 lakes formed from old gravel workings which are arranged in
several complexes and spread along a 35 kilometre stretch of the River Nene
between Northampton and Thrapston.
Mineral extraction has created a wide range of aquatic and wetland habitats in the
valley. Older workings have typically resulted in smaller and shallower lakes while
more recent extraction has tended to create larger deeper lakes, particularly where
the underlying clay as well as sand and gravel deposits have been worked. The
management of land surrounding the lakes has led to a range of complimentary
lake edge habitats including wet woodland, marshy grassland and reed. The River
Nene itself adds to the range of aquatic habitats present.
A suite of birds including tufted duck, pochard, great crested grebes and cormorants
are typically found in areas of deeper water where their diving behaviour allows
them to exploit food sources such as fish and molluscs from the lake beds. Other
waterfowl favour shallower waters. Gadwall feed on aquatic plants in the shallows
where lakes are fringed with herbaceous vegetation and shoveler are typically
found foraging in muddy lake margins for invertebrate food.
Figure 11 Great crested grebes during a mating ritual (Victor Penn)
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Many lakes contain a fringe of reed and in some areas extensive
reedbeds have developed. This habitat supports specialist species
with reed warbler, reed bunting and water rail as established
breeders and a regular presence of bittern in winter.
Adjoining the water stands of wet woodland add considerably to the
diversity of habitats. Heronries are present in a number of woodland
stands and the site currently supports around 30 breeding pairs of
grey heron. A species which has increased substantially in the Nene
Valley is Cetti’s warbler and the area between Ditchford Lakes and
Irthlingborough are a stronghold for this species. The presence of
dense scrub close to lake margins is critical to their breeding
success and the most recent survey estimated 52 breeding pairs.
Areas of close grazed grassland adjacent to open water provide an
important habitat for golden plover and lapwing; these waders use
the wetland areas largely as a safe refuge in between feeding on
nearby farmland. Wigeon also make use of lakeside grassland for
feeding where their heavy grazing promotes nutritionally rich
regrowth of grass.
Finally, various water courses including the Nene, its tributaries and
back channels are a valuable additional habitat. These are used by
overwintering species such as goosander and provide breeding sites
for kingfishers and sand martins.
The account of the birdlife above helps to illustrate how the value of
the Nene Valley landscape is of greater value than the sum of its
parts. Bird populations are frequently reliant on the presence of two
or more complimentary habitats within a small area. They also rely
on the combination of sites in the valley to meet their needs at
different times. This is well illustrated when a rare migrant such as an

American wigeon or green winged teal joins local birds and acts as a
marker to show how flocks frequently move between different lake
complexes in response to changes in conditions and food supply.
The Nene Valley also needs to be considered in relation to the wider
network of British and international wetlands. Its single most
important function is as an overwintering ground for populations of
many migrant birds. This includes scarce species such as bittern
which will breed elsewhere in the UK or western Europe as well as
ducks such as gadwall, wigeon and pochard undertaking longer
distance migrations to summer breeding grounds as far away as
Scandinavia and Russia. Overwintering birds are replaced with
summer visitors to the valley such as warblers and common terns
arriving from Southern Europe and Africa. Overall a high proportion
of the bird assemblage relies on the Nene Valley as part of a lifestyle
of seasonal migrations and more sedentary species such as mute
swan and kingfisher are the exception rather than the rule.
There are a range of challenges in preserving the outstanding birdlife
found in the Nene Valley. Not least that it is not remote and isolated
like many important bird areas but sits within a heavily populated
area. It is therefore subject to numerous other demands besides
conservation. Alongside well documented pressures such as habitat
degradation and loss, recreational activities such as walking, fishing
and water sports pose a further threat which is not always
recognised. Such human activity can interrupt feeding and resting
birds leading to expenditure of energy and loss of condition, birds
may also abandon habitats in heavily disturbed areas. These threats
can potentially lead to reduced over-winter survival and breeding
success. It is therefore imperative that recreational activity within the
Nene Valley is carefully planned to minimise conflict with its special
bird interest.
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3.7 Biodiversity
Jeff Ollerton, Professor of Biodiversity, University of Northampton
The biodiversity of Nene Valley: historical changes and current challenges
The biodiversity of a region can be defined as “the variability among living organisms from all sources
including…the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between
species and of ecosystems” (UN Convention on Biological Diversity 2017). In this broad definition, the
assessment and monitoring of biodiversity is concerned not just with the number of species in an area (for
example the diversity of birds or plants) but also the number of distinct habitats or local ecosystems, e.g.
rivers, lakes, woodland, grassland, etc. Of course, these two dimensions of biodiversity are linked: the
more different types of habitat present in a region, the greater the species diversity that a region such as
the Nene Valley can support.
In some respects, the Nene Valley is an unexceptional area. It is land-locked, with no coastline; it is
characterised by low hills and broad valleys; and its current character is predominantly agricultural and
urban, with a small proportion of woodland. Yet it is this very ‘ordinariness’ that makes wildlife
conservation so important in the county: making a case for conserving spectacular mountains, rugged
coastlines and ancient woodlands is easy because that sort of scenery immediately speaks to our sense
of what wild nature should be about.
Making such a case in the landscapes of Nene Valley is not so easy, but that doesn’t mean that it is not
important: nature abides wherever we give it space and opportunities to live, particularly in anthropogenic
habitats such as the grasslands, lakes and wetlands created in areas of former quarrying, and sand and
gravel extraction. In addition, we know that exposure to nature is an important factor in human health and
well-being: being ‘ordinary’ does not mean that the biodiversity of an area such as the Nene Valley should
be neglected.
This importance is reflected in the network of protected areas, nature reserves, country parks, and other
sites that both protect the county’s biodiversity and provide opportunities for its human inhabitants to
engage with nature. In addition, the valley of the River Nene is the focus of activities for the Nene Valley
Nature Improvement Area (NIA), one of only 12 government-funded NIA projects in England.
As part of the Nene Valley NIA initiative, changes to habitats in the county were mapped and their extent
was compared to the situation in the 1930s (appendix 1, Rouquette, 2016). At that time species-rich

Figure 12 Top to bottom: Damselfly, chicory
flower and brown-lipped snail (Alison Cross,
RNRP)
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grassland such as hay meadows was the most extensive habitat in the county, covering almost 60% of the area. At the present time, such
‘unimproved’ grassland has declined by 95% and now covers less than 3% of the county.
It is tempting to be pessimistic when confronted with information such as this, to throw up our hands and say “what’s the point?”, yet these losses
of species and habitats tell only part of the story of biodiversity in the Nene Valley because there have also been some successes and gains; not
enough to counterbalance the losses, but enough to suggest that all is not yet lost in our struggle to conserve wildlife.
In the future, other species are predicted to colonise the Nene Valley and become established as breeding species as their ranges expand, in
part driven by climate change, including birds like the great white egret, and several species of bees which are expanding their ranges from the
south of the country such as the large-headed resin bee.
It is also important to remember that the Nene Valley hosts nationally important populations of rare and declining species such as the black
hairstreak, purple emperor and wood white butterflies, and the Upper Nene Valley Gravel Pits SPA provides important habitat for thousands of
over-wintering wildfowl and waders. The challenge in the future will be to protect and enhance opportunities for bigger, more joined up nature
conservation in the Nene Valley that can both support current biodiversity and provide opportunities for extinct species to recolonise from
populations further afield, either naturally or with human help. The Nene Valley may be seen by some as an ‘ordinary’ area but it has
extraordinary potential to support biodiversity in the future.

Figure 13 Nene Valley meadows and pastures (RNRP collection)
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3.8 Ecosystem services
Dr Jim Rouquette
Natural Capital Solutions
The natural environment underpins our wellbeing and economic prosperity, providing multiple benefits to society, yet is consistently undervalued
in decision-making. Natural capital is the stock of natural assets, including habitats, water and biodiversity that produce a wide range of benefits
for people. These benefits are known as ecosystem services and include, for example, food, timber production, regulation of flooding and
climate, pollination of crops, and cultural benefits such as aesthetic value and recreational opportunities. Performing an assessment of
ecosystem services is a way of recognising the natural environment for the many and multiple benefits that it provides.

Figure 14 Key types of ecosystem services (Dr Jim Rouquette, 2016)
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Note that a fourth group of ecosystem services is often recognised, known as the supporting services, and includes functions such as
photosynthesis, soil formation, and decomposition. However, these services are nowadays referred to as ‘intermediate services’ or ecosystem
processes and are not usually assessed in ecosystem services assessments. Many of these processes are essential in driving the provisioning,
regulating and cultural services, but they are not the ‘final services’ from which people directly benefit, and including them would also lead to
double-counting the benefits received.
Adopting the natural capital and ecosystem services approach is a key policy objective of the UK Government (and worldwide) and central to
Defra’s new 25-year plan. Much work is progressing on how to deliver the approach on the ground and how to use it to inform and influence
management and decision making. One of the most important steps is to recognise and quantify ecosystem service delivery (the physical flow of
services derived from natural capital. It is also possible to provide a monetary valuation (monetary flow) of a number of ecosystem services.
There is a great deal of interest in quantifying and providing a monetary valuation of ecosystem services, but gaining a spatial perspective on the
variation in values across a study area using maps provides much additional insight. Maps are able to highlight hotspots and cold spots of
ecosystem service delivery, highlight important spatial pattern, provide much additional detail, and are inherently more user friendly than nonspatial approaches.
The Nene Valley is particularly interesting area to study as it is typical of the English lowlands; it does not contain numerous semi-natural habitats
or a National Park, but it does provide important benefits, it is valued locally and is facing increasing pressure from development. As such, it
provides an excellent case study highlighting the benefits and value of the natural environment in a ‘normal’ landscape. It demonstrates the use
of natural capital and ecosystem services approaches and how they can be used to inform decision making and influence planning and
development.
Mapping Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services in the Nene Valley Report (2016), provides a detailed review of baseline data for ecosystem
services demand in the wider area and a monetary valuation for the services and assets the area provides. Ecosystem services in the Nene
Valley have a high monetary value. In particular, the value of recreational visits is exceptionally high. The annual value of the services assessed
is £109.4m in the Nene Valley NIA and over £300m for the wider NIA plus buffer per annum.
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Figure 15 Supply-mapping of natural capital and ecosystem services in the Nene Valley (Summary Report, Rouquette, 2016)
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Figure 16 Demand-mapping of natural capital and ecosystem services in the Nene Valley (Summary Report, Rouquette, 2016)
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3.9 Geodiversity
The area within the Nenescape boundary is primarily the valley river bed, edged by floodplain meadows. The south edge of the boundary is
mostly limestone valley slopes, whereas ironstone valley slopes form the north bank. The landscape character areas within the Nenescape
boundary are defined by the Peterborough Landscape Character Assessment (2007) and the current Northamptonshire Landscape Character
Assessment (2006). As an addendum to these documents, the Nenescape Landscape Character Assessment provides an overview of any
changes to the landscape in the last ten years.
The main mineral resources within the Nene Valley are sand, gravel, limestone and ironstone, which have been the primary building material in
the area for centuries. The geology provides sedimentary rocks from the Jurassic period, with some areas of glacial sands, gravel and clay,
deposited during the Quaternary period. A short walk through any town or village along the Nene Valley will provide many examples of the rich
red of ironstone and creamy show of limestone in buildings.
The two stones are often found as companions in a lot of the older settlements along the river, beautifully complimenting each other in manor
houses and stately homes. Towns and villages such as Oundle and Wansford are dominated by limestone properties which add to the character
of the area, whereas Wellingborough and its surrounding villages have a large number of surviving ironstone buildings.

3.10 Nene Valley stone
There are three types of sand and gravel deposits in the Nene Valley: pre-glacial and
glacial, both found in the north-west and south-central parts of Northamptonshire and
post-glacial, present in river valleys across the Northamptonshire and Peterborough.
Post-glacial sand and gravel river terraces are found in the valleys of the Nene, Ouse,
Welland, Cherwell, Avon, Ise and Tove. The river terraces of the Nene Valley in particular
have been extensively worked for sand and gravel and still represent a resource
(Northamptonshire Minerals and waste Local Plan, 2013).
Sand and gravel has been the most economically valuable mineral resource in the area
and the building trade relies upon the source for a variety of materials such as asphalt,
concrete and mortar.

Figure 17 Ironstone structure near Upton (Alison Cross, RNRP)
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4.0 The industrial landscape
Minerals are important to the local and national economy and play an important part in our everyday lives. They have many uses, particularly for
the provision of material for construction and for a wide variety of other industrial and commercial purposes, including the manufacture of bricks,
blocks, tiles, paint, paper and toothpaste. The planning system has to ensure that sites are available to provide sufficient minerals to supply
these industries. The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Core Strategy Development Plan Document (July 2011) and Site
Specific Proposals Development Plan Document (February 2012) has put in place a set of policies and site allocations to enable this to happen
in the Peterborough and Cambridge area and the Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan (2013) identifies the industry demands to the
west.
The Jurassic Lincolnshire Limestone, found in the north of Northamptonshire, forms the principal limestone resource in the county. It is mainly
utilised as a source of crushed rock aggregate for fill or ballast but also as a building material. In the very north of the Northamptonshire, there is
a local variation of the Lincolnshire Limestone, known as Collyweston Stone Slate; used extensively for roofing and also as a local building stone.
The slate quarry has only recently been re-instated which provides the resource for building restoration throughout the region.
Large ironstone deposits can be found in the central and eastern parts of Northamptonshire, particularly in Corby, Kettering and Wellingborough.
Ironstone, as with clay, is no longer extracted in the county due to a lack of demand. All of the existing ironstone permissions remain dormant
(Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan, 2013).
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4.1 Mineral extraction
Minerals have been excavated from the Nene Valley since the first settlers arrived and the river has played a major role in transporting rocks and
gravel to key locations along the region. The introduction of rail lines in 1845, increased the rate of extraction and the abundance of materials
that could be extracted. Gravel extraction sites were once commonplace along the valley and created a demand for other traditional industries
such as stone masonry, blacksmithing and brick making.
There are currently around four quarry sites still in operation and a handful that have come to the end of their life in the last year. The
Supplementary Planning Document for the Upper Nene Valley Gravel Pits Special Protection Area has set a precedence for the future
management of retiring gravel pit sites.

Figure 18 Hanson gravel extraction works at Earls Barton (RNRP collection)
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Figure 19 Raunds Manor brickworks (Northampton Records Office, ref S347)

4.2 Brick making
Helen Norman
Local historian, volunteer researcher
The mid-19th century saw a boom in the population and industrial advances, leading to the rapid growth of towns such as Irthlingborough and
Rushden. This growth fuelled a huge demand for bricks to build houses, schools and factories. In 1850 Parliament repealed the unpopular 1784
‘brick tax’ and brickworks opened or expanded along the Nene Valley.
The local clay from the Upper Lias strata is up to 230 meters thick. Evidence clay extraction can still be seen in the landscape today; for
example, the lake in the Squire’s Gate housing development in Higham Ferrers is the result of this activity.
The Nene Valley supported at least 27 brickworks between the 1830s and 1970s, however, the peak of activity was the 60-year period prior to
WWI. Some were small enterprises like that owned by W. Berwick in Irthlingborough. In a trade directory of 1849 he is described as ‘a brick and
tile maker, builder and gravestone cutter’ - while others such as The Rushden Brick and Tile Company had large ‘continuous’ kilns and narrow
gauge tramways to transport the clay from the quarry pit to the steam-engine powered pug mill where the initial processing with water took place.
Higham Ferrers brickworks traded as The Ferry Brick Company and had two kilns: a ‘Newcastle’ semi-continuous kiln, which were state of the art
in the 1880s, and a beehive downdraught kiln, which were the mainstay of most brickyards between 1830 and 1940. Often, once a large semicontinuous kiln was installed, the little beehive kiln would be used for drainpipes, roofing tiles, floor tiles and special firings, such as blue bricks.
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Raunds Manor Brickworks became the last working site in the county. It was in continuous production from 1898 until 1975 and was owned by
successive members of the Smith family. The original updraught kiln was particularly large and held up to 80,000 bricks. Clay was moved from
the quarry pit via a tramway with side tipping wagons pulled by diesel locomotive.
Continuous kilns were the largest and most efficient, with a series of chambers around a central chimney – the process was continuous as the
name suggests. An example was situated at The Metropolitan Brick and Tile Works in Irthlingborough, which opened in 1899 to create
employment in the town and closed before WWI. The 18 chambers had a capacity of up to 220,000 bricks, and to put this into perspective
roughly 8,000 bricks were used to build a two-storey terraced house.
In 1880, 1,000 ordinary bricks costs one pound. Finished bricks were moved by a variety of methods - barges on the River Nene, by road via
horse and cart and the railway network. It is known that 17,000 bricks were transported by barge from Northampton to Ringstead to build Cotton
Mill and the Mill House as early as 1778.
Accidents and poor working conditions were rife in brickworks throughout the country. Archaeologists occasionally find small toys such as clay
dolls heads and marbles, poignant reminders of child labour in the brickworks. The indentation or ‘frog’ as it’s known is where makers often
impressed their name. Many locally made bricks were solid and heavy, making the job of a Victorian ‘brickie’ hard physical labour. Although
reclaimed Victorian bricks are highly regarded for their character and perceived durability, it should be noted that handmade bricks are still made
in the UK and if manufactured well, have a predicted life of at least 150 years.
Distinctive red bricks helped transform the urban landscape around the Nene Valley from mostly small, stone built settlements in the early 18th
century, into the thriving towns and villages we know today. The remaining Victorian buildings are a testament to the brickmaker’s craft and the
best examples should be treasured and preserved for future generations to enjoy.

Figure 20 Rushden and Irthlingborough bricks (Helen Norman)
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4.3 Navigation
Richard Glen Associates,
Waterspace Study, 2017
History of navigation on the River Nene
The tidal section of the River Nene downstream of Peterborough was an important trade route, with improvements for both navigation and
drainage being made from at least the 15th century. This section of the river gradually fell into poor condition and repairs were eventually made
as a result of the 1930 Land Drainage Act with a new lock and sluice being constructed by the Dog in a Doublet pub. Opened in 1937, this
maintained water levels to Peterborough and prevented tidal waters from entering the city. Commercial traffic returned to the lower river and the
port of Wisbech was improved to allow access to larger sea-going vessels.
Attempts began in the 16th century to improve the upper non-tidal section of the river for navigation. The river was improved in stages following a
series of Acts of Parliament throughout the 18th century, with the navigation being completed to Northampton in 1761. The link to the Grand
Junction Canal and the wider canal system was completed in 1815 via lock 17 of the Northampton Arm. However, the conditions of the
navigation was not maintained and the coming of the railway to Northampton in 1845 reduced the navigation‘s profitability, which led to further
deterioration of the river’s infrastructure.
The Nene Catchment Board took control of the river as result of the Land Drainage Act of 1930. The board rebuilt all the locks and replaced
remaining staunches with sluice gates. There are a total of 38 locks which maintain water levels for navigation and also discharge floodwater in
times of high flow. For this reason, most of the Nene locks have upstream pointing doors and substantial guillotine gates. This unique design is
an important heritage aspect of the navigable river. The Environment Agency has been the navigation authority for the River Nene since 1996.
The Nene forms an important link between the main waterways network of the Midlands and the South via the Northampton Arm of the Grand
Union Canal through to the Fens waterways using the Nene-Great Ouse Navigation Link. This leaves the main Nene navigation channel at
Stanground Lock on the South Eastern edge of Peterborough and follows the old course of the Nene on the Middle Level Navigations.
As profits dwindled on canals, companies were bought up. The Grand Junction Canal merged with other canals in 1929 to become the Grand
Union Canal (as it is known today). By 1970, there was no long-distance transport on the canal.
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Guillotine Gate Locks
Sue Cant, River Nene Waterways Manager
Environment Agency
Guillotine gate locks are almost unique to navigable rivers in East Anglia. They are particularly common on the River Nene where nearly all of the
38 locks between Northampton and Wisbech have conventional mitre gates at the upstream end and a single vertically lifting guillotine gate at
the downstream end.
The guillotine gate locks are an important heritage feature of navigation on the River Nene and date back to the 1930s when, following the
passing of the Land Drainage Act of 1930, the Nene Catchment Board rebuilt and replaced the old timber structures. Some of the original
guillotines were curved structures, known as ‘radial’ gates. Today, only one radial gate remains and can be seen at Ditchford Lock.
Guillotine gate locks have a further practical use, as the configuration of a downstream guillotine gate allows the locks to be used as additional
sluices. In times of high flows the mitre gates are chained back and the guillotine gate used to control the flow of water through the lock. There
are eight locks that are today still used in this way but the Environment Agency are seeking other ways to control excess water at these locations
so that the locks are used only for boating.

Figure 22 Guillotine and mitre gates on the Nene (Sue Cant)

Figure 21 Rare radial gates (Environment Agency)
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4.4 Wind and water mills
Trevor Stainwright, mill restorer and enthusiast.
Author of Windmills of Northamptonshire and the Soke of Peterborough
Seven major rivers and their tributaries criss-cross Northamptonshire and Peterborough. The more
notable ones include Cherwell, Great Ouse, Ise, Tove, Welland and the Nene. Beside these
waterways some 141 watermills existed and of that total, only a handful remain today. Most are in
private ownership and not one is open to the public as a mill (this echoes the plight of the county’s
windmills, which once again none are preserved).
Restoration of Turnell’s Mill waterwheel
Since 2004 I have been involved with the preservation of the remains of Turnell’s watermill in
Wellingborough. These comprise the large waterwheel and the neighbouring sluice assembly (a
small lock gate and its gearing). The mill, which is believed to date back to the Domesday survey
of 1086, was acquired in 1848 by the Turnell family and after some years of hard work it was
completely re-built in 1874, much larger than its predecessor. As yet I have failed to uncover any
photographs, descriptions or any information relating to the appearance of the earlier mill. The new
mill was a three storeyed, red brick construction with a pre-fabricated cast iron waterwheel with a
diameter of 15ft. Beside this stood a pair of semi-detached cottages which made up the mill
house. Work continued until 1966 when the business closed down and the mill stopped work
forever. Two years later the mill house was demolished and in 1975 the mill itself was pulled down.
The waterwheel survived the destruction as well as major work on the River Nene and construction
of the A45 in 1980. These remains are the last representation of four watermills that stood in
Wellingborough. Two of them succumbed in the 20th century and Dickenson’s Mill situated at the
bottom of Mill Road was lost as late as 2002.
Over the years, I have won support from the Borough Council of Wellingborough and the county
council, but I remain the sole worker at the site, with the occasional help from retired brick-layer,
Mr Pete Kimber, and sometimes my son. The biggest challenge is the fact that there is no power
source so all of the work has to be done by hand.
At the present time, Pete and I are engaged in rebuilding the red brick arch over the by-pass
channel. Once completed this will be the only part of the mills exterior to exist as all of the other
foundations were destroyed in 1979/80. My objective is to recreate the mill’s appearance to just

Figure 23 Continuing work on Turnell's Mill (Trevor
Stainwright)
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after the mill building was demolished in 1975 when traces of the brickwork would have displayed the mill’s original size.
Whatever the future holds for the site is uncertain but thanks to a recent ‘Protection Order’ Turnell’s Mill itself is safe. Although Billing Mill can be
seen as a curiosity from within the now converted restaurant, this preservation means that Turnell’s waterwheel will be the only wind/watermill
site in the whole of Northamptonshire that may, one day, be open to the public for interpretation and education.

Figure 24 Turnell's Mill wheel, under restoration (Trevor Stainwright)

Figure 25 Woodford Mill, now a hydro-electrically powered tea-room (Alison Cross, RNRP)
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4.5 Rail in the valley
In the 1830s and 1840s, the assortment of unconnected local railways was
transformed into a national network, gradually replacing canals as the main transport
for goods and materials. The London and Birmingham Railway passed through
Weedon and Blisworth, but missed Northampton due to its geography. Many
Northamptonshire towns had to wait decades for a train link, slowing industrial growth.
When railways opened, they were often smaller branch lines. There were huge
changes in the 20th century as rail companies merged, the network was nationalised
then re-privatised, and many smaller lines were closed. Today, many of these lines
are heritage railways (Northamptonshire Heritage, 2016).
The Northampton to Peterborough Railway was originally a new arm of the London
and Birmingham Railway, which ran from a junction at Blisworth to Northampton and
Peterborough. In 1843, the Northampton and Peterborough Railway Act was passed
in 1843, and in 1845 the line became part of the London and North Western Railway
(LNWR). Almost one hundred years later, the railway became part of British Railway’s
public transport. By 1964 regular passenger services were no longer offered and in
1972 the line closed. Much of the track has been removed, but the old line is still
utilised as a route for walkers still enjoying the scenery as they pass the long grass
and calm flowing waters of the River Nene. A part of the line, however, was saved by
Nene Valley Railway, which formed in 1977, opening a section of the old line from
Yarwell up to Peterborough city centre. This became the Nene Valley Railway
heritage line which still runs today thanks to committed volunteers, offering visitors a
ride on a steam train.

Figure 26 A section of the Northampton to Peterborough railway south of
Thrapston, now used for cycling and walking (Alison Cross, RNRP)

Further down the line at Rushden in Northamptonshire, the Rushden Historical
Transport Museum has preserved a section of the Rushden railway line, an extension
to the Northampton to Peterborough service, which was built to accommodate the
transport of footwear due to the high production of the boot and shoe factories in the
town.

The current rail services that operate in the Nene Valley pick up three lines running north to south through the valley at Northampton; West Coast
Main line from London to Liverpool at Wellingborough; Midland Main line from London to Sheffield; and at Peterborough; East Coast Main line to
Edinburgh. The east to west route is now dominated by road via the A45 in Northampton joining the A605 to Peterborough.
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5.0 The working landscape
Stuart Orme, Historian & Director of Operations
Peterborough Cathedral
Through the centuries, the open landscape, the undulating hills and the mineral rich waters have given rise to a variety of industries within the
Nene Valley. Agriculture is a significant contributor and still dominates the major land holdings in the area, but the landscape has also provided
opportunity for other trades such as leather tanning, which led to boot and shoe manufacturing. Basket weaving from the plentiful willows and
lace making to satisfy the wealthy fashion tastes. The lush barley fields created a brewing industry that has spanned hundreds of years.

5.1 Farming
People have farmed in Britain since 4,000 BC. However, the systems and tools have changed hugely over time. From the Anglo-Saxon period to
the 18th century, people in the Nene Valley used an open-field system. This meant that local farmers shared a large field for crops and grazed
their animals in the common land around it. After the introduction of new laws called the Enclosure Acts, landowners put hedges and fences
around areas of land so that only one person could farm it. This was unpopular because it changed the way of life and increased poverty
(Northamptonshire Heritage, 2016).
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Growing up on Upton Farm
Robert Spokes, farmer
The Upper Nene has changed incredibly in just my lifetime, particularly at Upton. Firstly, it has been due to the development of more houses,
warehouses, roads and therefore the increase in population, that the farm has changed from a little oasis next to Northampton into an urban
country park.
The winters have changed in the last 47 years. As a child, I can remember my father and his workmen having to clear the snow from Upton Lane
so the milk tanker could collect the milk. Tractors wouldn’t start due to the cold and hours were spent defrosting the water pipes, so the cattle
could have water. Now we just get very wet and mild winters. The worst time for us was Easter 1998 when all the water was coming down the
valley and the quick run off from the developed areas. We had never seen a flood like it before. We managed to get the livestock above the
floodplain, however, the river totally changed course. Instead of meandering down the valley, it just followed the lowest point passed Upton Mill.
When the mill was originally built, they obviously knew what they were doing, because it did not flood, but sadly the unlucky people in
Northampton took the full force of the water. Since then Halcrow designed a brilliant flood defence for Northampton and one next to my father's
house, so hopefully we are all protected now.
On the farming front, in the 1960s there were three dairy farms at Upton and now there are none. Then we had a suckler herd, but now we just
keep sheep on the higher land and have some combinable crops. As for the wildlife we were very lucky. We used to have water voles, otters,
hares, curlew, a large number of lapwings, snipe, grey partridge, golden plovers and redshanks. The last time we saw the curlew was on the 2nd
March 1992 and in 2001 my mother saw 1000 lapwings, now we are down to less than 100. We still have all the birds and animals that you
would expect to see, including two families of barn owls, kingfishers and a heronry and sometimes the peregrine comes over from the Express
Lift Tower. We are working hard with Northampton Borough Council, Natural England and the Wildlife Trust to put the land on to the Higher Entry
Level Scheme to encourage the return of lapwings and other birdlife.
The developed urban sprawl has increased the population significantly and the more people you have around the more problems you encounter.
Ninety nine percent are brilliant, but there are a minority of people who leave the gates open and whose dogs chase the sheep. This is
particularly difficult for us in the spring, when we are putting out the sheep and lambs.
To end on a positive note, my family have farmed at Upton for over 200 years, so let’s hope there will be many more years to come!
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5.2 Basket weaving
The weaving of willow and hazel for making baskets, fish or eel traps and wattle for use in buildings and fencing goes back millennia.
Remarkable preserved examples of this weaving have been found at Must Farm near Peterborough dating back to the Bronze Age. This craft
seems to have continued as a commonly practised craft in this area thereafter. Basket weaving workshops continued operating alongside the
River Nene in Peterborough until the late 19th century. Many individual craftspeople locally still practice the techniques today and workshops to
teach others how to take them up are taught at sites such as Ferry Meadows.

5.3 Leathercraft
Philip Warner, curator
National Leather Collection
Northamptonshire, its town and surrounding villages have been producing leather and footwear for over
900 years. Whilst this in itself is not unique, in fact all major settlements relied heavily on the 'tanner'
who would take the skins and hides of animals direct form the butcher and convert them into this most
versatile material - leather. What makes Northamptonshire great when it comes to leather is that the
place is still leading the world in leather technology, teaching and men's footwear production to this day.
The National Leather Collection (NLC) tells the world story of leather and holds the most diverse
collection and archive on the subject in the world. Over the next few years we are developing a new
visitor attraction for public benefit in the heart of Northampton town centre. The stories we want to tell,
the heritage of one of the UK's largest industries is all right here ready to be re-discovered and told. In
the late 19th century over half the population in the county were employed in a leather related role!

Figure 28 Leather tools (Leather collection)

There is enormous scope here to re-unite a community with one of its most important heritage assets. Northampton is rightly proud of its past but
we could do a lot more by working together, and most importantly working with our communities. The key challenge, or paradigm shift if you like,
is that museums and art galleries need to reconnect with their local communities. They need to be open, messy and creative places where the
community takes a larger more involved role in all that is happening. Heritage is not a product to be packaged on a shelf for people to 'buy'.
Heritage is the people and the visitors with whom we engage. We need their stories, their enthusiasm and their involvement if we are to be a
meaningful resource for the benefit of society.
We are delighted to be working partnership with Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme to help tell these stories.
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5.4 Boot and shoes
Stuart Orme, Historian and Director of Operations
Peterborough Cathedral
Footwear and leatherwork was commonly made in most localities across the country, servicing the needs of local people. An archaeological dig
took place at Cumbergate in Peterborough in 2004, uncovering surviving examples of medieval shoes from a cordwainer’s shop which once
stood on the spot. However, the Nene Valley seems to have been consistently identified with the manufacture of footwear from the mid-17th
century onwards, when Northampton supplied shoes for the Parliamentary army. By the late 18th century the trade had expanded to the point
where one in three of the male population of the town worked in it.
By the beginning of the 19th century, boot and shoe making had
spread to the towns and villages around Northampton, in many
cases replacing the earlier main rural industry of lace making.
Rushden similarly adopted this trade, expanding to include over
100 different boot and shoe factories or workshops in the town by
the mid-1900s. The importance of boot and shoe making was
emphasised by a march in 1905 from Raunds via Rushden, to
London arising from a dispute arose about wages to be paid to
army bootmakers. Although these trades still exist, they have
heavily declined in recent years – today only four shoemaking
companies remain in Rushden. One of these, Sanders and
Sanders, is renowned for making boots for the British Army.
Northampton Museums now possess one of the finest collections of
historic boots and shoes in the world, many manufactured along the
Nene Valley, in particular; Northampton, Wellingborough,
Irthlingborough, Raunds and Rushden.

Figure 29 Hand finishing army boots, c1903, Wellingborough Museum
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5.5 Lace making
Northamptonshire lace is similar to the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire lace, which collectively were
inherited from the Flemish and French settlers who came to the area in the 1500s. The East Midlands
became an important lace making area right up to the late 1800s, managing to hang on after most hand
skills had fallen fowl to the modern machine.
The lace was made over a large pillow stuffed with straw, with a marked pinned parchment laying out the
pattern. Bobbins, with thread wrapped around them would be pinned to the top of the pattern, allowing the
maker to weave their lace. Lace was usually made in the home and in winter the workers would have to rely
on candlelight to finish their work, but in the spring and summer months the view along any village street
usually have a lace maker, perched upon a favourite chair outside their front door, working as many hours
as the sun would provide.
Patterns pricked onto parchment were fiercely guarded
by their owners and worth a princely sum, but when the
demand declined the parchment was melted down for
glue and patterns were lost. Younger generations
moved out of their small villages to seek work elsewhere
and the older lace makers had no one to pass on the
skills (Northamptonshire Heritage, 2016).

Figure 30 Rushden's active lace-making
group (RNRP collection)

Today, there are a few local lace-makers who meet regularly, to share skills, patterns and
stories. These groups often take part in heritage and community events, sharing their
knowledge and introducing new audiences to the traditional skill of making lace.

Figure 31 The cottage industry of lace-making by hand
(Northamptonshire County Council)
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5.6 Breweries
Although there is no large local brewer today, the Nene Valley has a long history of brewing, with traces of the industry still to be seen today in
many places such as the McKee’s Anchor Brewery building in Oundle and Albion brewery in Northampton. Modern brewing techniques started in
the later middle ages, with evidence of a brewery dating to the 13th century being found at St John’s Street in Northampton. Most brewing was
done by pubs making their own brew, or being tied to a small local brewery. Larger breweries started to open from the late 1700s and took over
the market.
Alaric Neville,Managing Director
Albion Brewery
For me, the Nene is more than just a river in Northamptonshire, it is the very reason
this small corner of the world exists. The wide shallow valley that the river carves
out between the ironstone hills is Northamptonshire. Water plays the key role in
many things here and making people more aware of how it connects up and down
the valley is a good thing.
Both the navigable Nene and the Blisworth arm canal have played significant roles
in the siting and prospering of the brewing part of Northampton centred around
South Bridge and Bridge Street. Malted and raw barley coming in from the east and
west with coal coming down the Grand Union via the arm were all important for
Victorian breweries of any scale. Phipps, Ratliffe & Jeffery and the Northampton
Brewing Ccompany (NBC) all had wharves and NBC even had its own small canal
spur off the Nene which brought grain barges right up against the side of the
brewery. Latterly Phipps used an old Grand Union narrow boat, Barleycorn (later
Archimedes), as a river trip boat for ‘booze cruises’ until the closure of the original
Bridge Street brewery in 1974.
Figure 32 Phipps poster (Albion Brewery)
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6.0 Built, buried and cultural heritage
Stuart Orme, Historian & Director of Operations
Peterborough Cathedral

6.1 Nen - Neen
The Nene Valley has a number of cultural features and exports for which it can be
justly proud. One of the more local curiosities though, is the often-debated issue of
how one pronounces ‘Nene’, a hotly contested issue along the valley. Those to the
western side, from Thrapston to Northampton and beyond, pronounce it as ‘Nen’.
Those to the east, from Oundle to Peterborough and on to the sea say it should be
said as ‘Neen’. Quite where the boundary is between the two, and which is correct
has yet to be resolved!
This is where our story begins. The modern landscape is the result of thousands of
years of human intervention, frequently balancing the demands of people and
wildlife.
For centuries, settlers from across the globe been drawn to the valley and have
influenced the language, industry, skills, trade, education, the cuisine and much
more. As a result, the stories of this eclectic landscape can feel just as meaningful
and relevant to those new to the area as it does to those who have lived here a
lifetime.

Figure 33 Nene Valley Festival 2016 (Destination Nene Valley)
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6.2 Churches and bridges
Whilst the Nene Valley did not have many great religious houses during the Middle Ages, it does have many fine examples of parish churches,
as well as one great cathedral. Spired steeples often with octagonal or ‘broach’ coverings are a characteristic feature of many churches across
the valley, and it has been suggested that local rivalry contributed to their astonishing proliferation. The rolling nature of the Northamptonshire
landscape, and the siting of settlements on hill crests and ridges, increases the visibility of settlements from a wide area of the surrounding
landscape. Indeed, church spires are often key landmark features offering striking accents and orientation points.
In the same way, bridges are a familiarity along the Nene Valley. The range of beautiful bridges, largely from the 13th to the 19th centuries,
appear along every elbow of the Nene and each one offering an insight into the past. Bridges are not just points to cross a river, but a meeting
place, a creative space, and a joining of communities.

Figure 34 Nine Arches bridge, Thrapston (Alison Cross, RNRP) and Church, Woodford (Northamptonshire County Council)
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6.3 Castles
Although perhaps not as rich as other counties in England in its surviving castles, the Nene Valley does have a number of significant sites. The
undulating earth where Fotheringhay castle once stood, looms over the eastern end of its village, right alongside the river Nene. Today
consisting of little more than a massive motte and some impressive earthworks, this was once one of the most powerful castles in England. It
was most notably one of the prime residences of the Yorkist dynasty throughout the 15th century and one of their strongholds during the Wars of
the Roses. It was the birthplace in 1452 and subsequent childhood home of the future Richard III and a secured location for Mary, Queen of
Scots prior to her execution.
At the other end of the River is the site of Northampton Castle. Again,
little remains, apart from one gate which was incorporated into the walls
of Northampton Railway Station, which occupies most of its former site.
But the castles story is one of great significance, having been where
several medieval parliaments were held, and being a stronghold for
Henry II, King John and Simon de Montfort during many of the civil wars
that ravaged early medieval England.
The Eleanor Crosses
Eleanor of Castile (1241-1290) was a medieval
Queen. When Eleanor died, her husband, King
Edward I, ordered a large funeral procession
between Lincoln Cathedral and Westminster
Abbey. A memorial cross was built at each
overnight stop. Three crosses remain today, two
of which are in Northamptonshire.

Figure 35 Fotheringhay Castle's earthworks (Destination Nene Valley)

Ownership of the cross next to Delapre Abbey is
unknown, but Northampton Borough Council have taken on the
responsibility for its conservation, Delapre Abbey Park
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6.4 Archaeology
Stuart Orme, Historian and Operations Manager
Peterborough Cathedral
The valley has a number of archaeological sites which are publicly accessible and
interpreted, or will be as part of this plan:

Flag Fen

Discovered in 1982 by Francis Pryor, Flag Fen is the most important Bronze Age
archaeological site in Northern Europe. Today a 27-acre country park with a visitor
centre, museum, conservation centre and recreated buildings, it is managed by
Vivacity, Peterborough’s Culture and Leisure Trust. At the heart of the site are the
in situ remains of an enormous kilometre-long causeway dating to around 1350BC.
This was built as a means of bridging the flooded landscape created by the
inundation of the fens, and may have also acted as a ritual site. Flag Fen also
houses the Must Farm boats, the largest and best collection of prehistoric boats in
the world, which are undergoing preservation onsite. These were found in the
excavated remains of the Bronze Age course of the River Nene.

Figure 36 Flag Fen's Bronze Age roundhouse (Vivacity)

Durabrivae

To the west of Peterborough, just south of the river Nene and alongside the modern village of Water Newton, is the site of the Roman town of
Durobrivae. This site encompasses probably the most complete and largest small town in Roman Britain, which developed alongside Ermine
Street in the late first century. By the third century it was a prosperous walled town, benefitting from the trade along the river Nene, local
agriculture, ironworking and salt production.
Nearby was the site of a substantial palace or Praetorium at Castor, possibly the residence of a provincial governor. The heart of Durobrivae’s
importance was in its production of Nene Valley Ware, middle class pottery which was exported all over Roman Britain and the northern half of
the Roman Empire. The town was therefore surrounded by substantial areas of industrial activity, meaning that its overall footprint was
approximate to that of Roman London. The town was abandoned by the late 5th century AD, was never resettled, and was initially rediscovered
in the early 1800s by local archaeologist Edmund Tyrrell Artis. The area is now farmland and a Scheduled Ancient Monument. Part of the aim of
the Nenescape Project is to raise the profile of Durobrivae and increase awareness of this site, as well as interpreting and providing greater
access to it.
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Chester Farm

Located between Wellingborough and Rushden is a remarkable archaeological site which has evidence of some 10,000 years of near consistent
occupation. This includes prehistoric tools, a Bronze Age burial, an Iron Age farm, a substantial walled Roman Town (Irchester), Anglo Saxon
farmstead, medieval village, 17th century farm and Victorian quarry. This site is now open regularly to the public, and is currently undergoing a
£12.7 million project to be developed into a heritage park, funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and Northamptonshire County Council, with
substantial development taking place during 2018.
"The place had an odd picturesqueness of its
own, standing as it did above the River
Nene, the town of Wellingborough poeticized
by distance, mistily visible on one side and
the beautiful old steeple of Higham Ferrers
Church rising two or three miles away on the
other. In dry summer weather the Nene
meandered placidly between rushy banks,
through meadows filled with water daisies
and meadow sweet. But in autumn when the
rains came, that smiling Nene valley became
a roaring sea, and the wind, swooping
fiercely down it, made a wild onslaught on
the front of the house.”
Memories of Chester Farm by Rosa Praed
(1885) – Our Book of Memories

Figure 37 Chester Farm viewed from the river in the early 20th century (Wellingborough Museum)
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The Battle of Northampton
Mike Ingram, Historian
Northampton Battlefield Society
The battle was the first major engagement in what is now known as the
Wars of the Roses. The battle is of national importance because it was
the only time during the wars that a fortified camp was assaulted; the
first use of massed guns; the only time during the wars that an army was
excommunicated; and the last time protracted negotiations preceded a
battle. The Lancastrians constructed a fortified position in the fields
between Delapre Abbey and the village of Hardingstone.
The Yorkists first attacked the town itself and parts were burned down. It
was an overwhelming Yorkist victory with casualties in the thousands,
after Lord Grey of Ruthin changed sides midway through the battle. King
Henry VI was captured during the battle and after spending three days in Figure 38 Delapre Abbey Park, site of the Battle of Northampton (Alison Cross, RNRP)
the town was led back to London. In the immediate aftermath, Richard of York returned from Ireland and for the first time pressed his dynastic
claim to the throne. It was also the first battle for the eighteen-year-old Edward, Earl of March and within a year, he would be proclaimed King
Edward IV.
The 1460 Battle of Northampton is a surprisingly well documented battle with over 15 different contemporary or near contemporary accounts
available. From these accounts a clear narrative of the battle and its broad location can be determined. It is reasonably certain that the battle was
fought within the area that has the Eleanor Cross at the south-western end of the park and Delapré Abbey on the northern edge respectively.
In the absence of formal archaeological work the precise location of the Lancastrian fortified camp is not known. There are two modern
interpretations. One has the camp situated on a west-east line midway between the Abbey and the Cross. This appears in a 2005 publication on
the battle and the Battlefield Trust website. The other has the camp on a more north-south axis much closer to the Abbey, making use of the
natural water courses present at the time. Northampton Battlefield Society favours the latter view as it fits better with the actual landscape and
the size of forces believed to have been present.
Northampton Battlefield Society (NBS) is an active group within Nene Valley and have won numerous awards for their work on the subject
including the Battlefields Trust's Presidents Award for outstanding contribution to battlefield preservation and interpretation, the International
Guild of Battlefield Guides for significant contribution to the craft of battlefield guiding and the wider military history community and the NN4 Eight
Community Group for Battlefield preservation.
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Nene Valley mammoth

During the gravel extractions in Wollaston in the
1980s, workers discovered the remains of a
woolly mammoth, thought to be around 20,000
years old. The finds include substantial molars
and a femur bone. These remains are currently
used by the Wildlife Trust to teach local children
about the landscape and its historic inhabitants.
During the development phase, the mammoth
became a popular addition at consultation events.
The artefacts are a small reminder of how much
the landscape has evolved and helps us to
identify with a time before construction and
infrastructure dominated the valley.

Figure 39 Close up of mammoth femur & display of mammoth femur and teeth (RNRP & Wildlife Trust)
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7.0 People in the landscape
There is evidence depicting human activity in the Nene Valley, from the hunter gatherers of Paleolithic times through the Iron Age, Roman,
Anglo-Saxon and Mediaeval settlement up to modern farmers and today’s recreation seekers. Settlers are today what they have always been in
the Nene Valley, a multi-cultural dynamic of individuals and groups carving a life within the landscape.

Figure 40 A tour guide group at Chester Farm (Destination Nene Valley)
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7.1 Peterborough and Northamptonshire
Stuart Orme, Historian & Director of Operations
Peterborough Cathedral
Whilst Northampton’s population stabilised in the early 1900s, other places along the Nene continued to grow in size. Rushden grew particularly
at this time, by now being home to many boot and shoe making factories, with a branch line extended there in order to facilitate these products.
Peterborough also continued to expand, with a skilled workforce from the railways attracting engineering companies such as Werner Pfeiderer
(later Baker Perkins) and Peter Brotherhood to establish themselves in the city. Other companies grew up in the city, such as Perkins Engines,
established by Frank Perkins in 1932.
People from across the Nene Valley enlisted to fight in both World Wars, many volunteering early on to do so in World War I. Peterborough
suffered twice the national average in casualties from the Great War, and saw many allied servicemen on its streets due to the nearby airfields
during World War II. Airfields such as Westwood and King’s Cliffe were not only home to RAF personnel, but other nationalities including
American servicemen and the Free French Air force.
Post-war, the population along the Nene Valley expanded dramatically again, with a number of different communities moving into the area. The
largest of these was London overspill, encouraged to move to the area after 1968 when both Northampton and Peterborough were awarded New
Town Status. In both cases this meant significant expansion of these towns, with entire new township districts being constructed until their
Development Corporations were wound up in the 1980s, with areas like Ecton Brook and Little Billing being established in Northampton, Bretton
and the absorption of many of the satellite villages in Peterborough. Other communities also
established themselves here. In the 1950s a large Italian community, attracted by work in the
brick pits, settled in Finedon, Raunds and particularly in Peterborough. Also in Peterborough,
many Polish servicemen who had served locally during World War II elected to stay in the area
rather than return behind the Iron Curtain, and formed a nucleus around which the large
modern Polish community have settled, whilst in the 1970s a substantial Ugandan Asian
community settled here, welcomed to the city having fled Idi Amin’s regime. A substantial
Indian and Pakistani community has settled in Wellingborough.

Figure 41 Children enjoying the Peterborough Green Festival
(Alison Cross, RNRP)

Other migrants from across the EU and beyond have settled in this area, making it their home
as centuries of other settlers have before them. In some parts of the Nene Valley there are as
many as 50 different community languages spoken. Many of these new settlers, of whatever
nationality and background, have a curiosity about the landscape around them. It is therefore
vital that we can research, record and interpret the Nene Valley for these residents and attract
more visitors to the area.
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7.2 Commercial development
The Nene Valley has incredible road links to the rest of the country and it is because of this
that the open stretches of lowland offer opportunities for commercial development. These
developments are often imposing warehouse style structures that are rapidly changing the
skyline along the river valley. The buildings are often uninspiring, blocking the views from the
road. Similarly, industrial units can seem like an infringement on the natural environment
when walking through the valley or boating on the river.
However, industry can help to provide new infrastructure, housing and employment and
enrich the economy and diversity of people living and working in the area. Therefore, it is
important that conservation and development work in partnership to achieve an outcome that
improves the environment for the benefit of people and wildlife.

Figure 42 Distribution warehouse, Wellingborough (RNRP
collection)

A good example of how developers are working more closely with local
organisations to develop sensitively. A new Wildlife Trust visitor centre,
will be opened at Rushden Lakes in Summer 2017 and is anticipated to
attract five million visitors in its first year. Connecting wildlife enthusiasts
and shoppers with the area’s unique natural and industrial heritage and its
future, we want visitors to appreciate that they share this destination with
more than 20,000 migratory birds – one of Europe’s premier locations to
enjoy this spectacle. At the same time meeting the needs of modern
living.

Figure 43 The beginning of Rushden Lakes building work between the A45 and
Wildlife Trust reserves (RNRP collection)
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7.3 Modern day settlers
The Audience, Access and Zonation study carried out as part of the
Development phase of Nenescape LPS identifies the key
demographic of these main settlements and associated statistics
that quantify health and wellbeing.
The two counties have a large population and as national growth
areas, the number of new homes expected to be built within the
project area in the next 15 years is over 72,000. There is also
extensive growth planned to the north of the boundary, in Kettering
and Corby and in the south west of Northamptonshire.
Cambridgeshire is also expected to see new development in areas
bordering the south-east region of Peterborough (Nenescape LCA,
2017)
The UK average population growth between the 2001 and 2011
was around 7%, and the approximate population increase in towns
along the Nenescape boundary was 12%. Around 1.1million people
live within 20km of the river between Northampton (Sixfields Lake)
to Peterborough (Dog in a Doublet lock).

Figure 44 Map of settlements in the Nenescape area (LCA)
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7.4 An inspiring landscape
Jon-Paul Carr, Northamptonshire Studies Manager
Northamptonshire Libraries and Information Service
The Nene Valley has provided inspiration for many poets, authors and artists who have sought inspiration from the diverse nature, wildlife,
people, personalities, rural and industrial landscape, as well as the villages and towns that form the Nene Valley.
The most well-known of these Northamptonshire literary greats on a local, national and
international level is the poet John Clare (1793-1864), who is considered
Northamptonshire’s poet laureate. No writer has managed to capture the essence of
Northamptonshire countryside better than he, through his superior poetic technique,
vivid language and memorable images he portrays. Yet, in his lifetime, he was
branded ‘The Northamptonshire Peasant-Poet’, as though he was some kind of literary
leper. Today Clare, however, takes his rightful place as one of the freshest, most
original poets of the 19th Century and one of the finest nature poets ever.
Born on the 13th July 1793 at Helpston, Clare was the son of a farm-labourer. After a
brief education he was variously employed as flail-thresher, horse-boy, plough-boy,
under-gardener and limekiln worker. He even tried camp life with gypsies and enlisted
in the Oundle Militia. From his early teens he began writing poetry and his first
surviving poem ‘Helpstone’ is dated 1809.
He married Martha Turner (Patty) in 1820 and she bore him eight children. Until 1832
they lived in his family’s cottage at Helpston and then moved to Northborough, only
four miles from Helpston, but to Clare a world away. The move affected him badly.
Already subject to intense moods of melancholy, his mind gave way and in 1837 he
was admitted as insane to High Beech Asylum, Essex. In 1841 he escaped, walking all
the way home, but was again certified as insane and spent the remaining twenty-three
years of his life at Northampton General Lunatic Asylum. He died in Northampton on
the 20th May 1864 and was buried at Helpston.
Figure 45 John Clare by William Hilton
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A lesser known county poet and writer was John Askham (1825-1894). Born in Wellingborough on the 25th July 1825, Askham was educated at
a Dame School and for a short time at Freeman’s School before becoming apprenticed as a shoemaker. His work first appeared in print in the
‘Wellingborough News’.
Askham published five volumes of poetry and prose from 1863 to 1893. He has often been compared to John Clare, who he greatly admired and
he called his home Clare Cottage in recognition. Askham’s splendour of his poetry about nature and the countryside is all the more remarkable
when it is realised that, unlike Clare, he had few opportunities to leave the town for wandering in the countryside. One of his best social poems is
‘The Singers’ whose ironic title refers, not to a group of vocalists, but to the firm of Singer and Co., and the sewing machines they manufactured
that were particularly used for closing in shoe factories.
Charles Montagu-Douglas-Scott (1862-1936) was born on 16th June 1862, and was a grandson of the 5th Duke of Buccleuch and Queensbury
of Boughton House. At the age of three he contracted polio which left him crippled for life, unable to walk without crutches. Despite his disability,
as a young man he travelled widely on the continent and published several collections of poetry, but his main work was ‘Northamptonshire Songs
and Others’, printed in three volumes between 1904 and 1906. Just before he died he prepared ‘Tales of Northamptonshire’. His affection for his
family home was extended to the shire and his poems are some of the most evocative of the county ever written.
Born on 25th July 1905 at Lamport Rectory, Denys James Watkins-Pitchford MBE (1905-1990) was a British naturalist, illustrator and children's
author. Delicate as a child, he was educated at home, while his younger twin, Roger, was sent away to school. Denys spent time on his own,
wandering the fields, developing a love of the outdoors, particularly enjoying hunting, fishing and drawing all of which influenced his writing. At
the age of fifteen, he went onto study at the Northampton School of Art where he won several prizes, but longed to be able to draw from life. In
1924, he entered the Royal College of Art in London and in 1930 he became an Assistant Art Master at Rugby School where he remained for
seventeen years.
Whilst at Rugby he contributed to the Shooting Times and started his career as an author and
illustrator. He wrote under the nom de plume of ‘BB', a name based on the size of lead shot he used to
shoot geese, but he maintained the use of his real name as the illustrator in his books. He later
illustrated books by other writers, and sold his own paintings. ‘BB’ won the 1942 Carnegie Medal for
British children's books when he published the work ‘The Little Grey Men’. In 1967, he wrote and
illustrated ‘Summer on the Nene’ which records the journey of three people on a river cruise from
Barnwell to Wollaston Mill during changing seasons between May and October.
Television viewers will recall the 1990s TV series The Darling Buds of May set in Kent during the
1950s. Many will know that it was inspired by a Northamptonshire born author Herbert Ernest Bates
CBE (1905-1974) (pictured left), commonly referred to as H.E.
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Bates was born on 16th May 1905 in the shoe town of Rushden. He loved to explore the Nene Valley with his father, from whom he inherited his
appreciation of the countryside. Educated first in Rushden, he won a scholarship to Kettering Grammar School where he was encouraged with
his writing. Leaving school at 16 he worked as a junior reporter at a Wellingborough newspaper office, but had little opportunity for expressive
writing. Instead he sought employment as a warehouse clerk in Rushden and during his spare time he wrote his first novel ‘The Two Sisters’
(1926).
In 1931 he moved to Kent, but in the novels and short stories that poured from his pen in subsequent years, the Nene Valley featured strongly.
His much loved ‘My Uncle Silas’ (1939) was inspired by his Great-Uncle Joseph Betts, ‘The Poacher’ (1935) was based upon Sam Smith (a
rascally Rushden friend), and ‘Down the River’ (1937) used the River Nene for inspiration (with artwork by Agnes Miller Parker), whilst Spella Ho
(1938) was based on Knuston Hall.
After the war, even though living in Kent, Bates never forgot his Northamptonshire roots and his memories of the Nene Valley returned again. In
‘The Country Heart’ (1949) he writes of Fotheringhay Church and Lilford. ‘The Feast of July’ (1955) is a tale of love, jealousy and murder among
a shoemaking family and is set entirely upon the Nene at the end of the 19th century. Rushden was the backdrop for ‘Love for Lydia’ (1953) and
Higham Ferrers featured in ‘The Sleepless Moon’ (1954). His autobiographical writings, ‘The Vanished World’ (1969), ‘The Blossoming World’
(1971) and ‘The World in Ripeness’ (1972) provide an absorbing account of his life and imparts his love of the Nene Valley. Bates’ obituary in
The Times declared: ‘He was without an equal in England in the kind of story he made his own, and stood in the direct line of succession of
fiction writers of the English countryside that include George Elliot, Hardy and D.H. Lawrence’.
This is just a flavour of those poets, authors and artists who have been inspired by the Nene Valley and there are many more to investigate. The
Nene Valley will of course continue to be blessed with people seeking solace and inspiration from the ever-changing landscape.
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8.0 Recreation
8.1 Angling in the Nene Valley
Viktor Tzikas, River Restoration Officer and Angler
River Nene Regional Park
The River Nene and the Nene Valley possess some extraordinary habitat for
many species of fish and provides ample opportunity for angling amongst the
historic gravel pits and along the length of the Nene. Historically the Nene Valley
has been off the radar as an angling destination with periods of pressure in
localised areas, however recently publicising of the growing numbers of
specimen size fish has seen the Nene Valley become popular with specimen
hunters.
The River Nene itself is home to all of the common species of fish and is
rumoured to house some invasive species such as zander and wels catfish. The
dynamics of the species varies and species like roach, dace and perch are
abundant, but there is very little in the way of specimen sized fish. Species such
as carp and barbel are much lower in numbers but some very large fish have
been caught. A number of backchannels and backwaters along the Nene provide
important habitat for fish refuge and spawning, some of which are
uncharacteristic and could potentially hold species such as grayling and brown
trout which are not suited to the main river. These also offer incredible angling
opportunities with two notable backchannels now providing some of the best
specimen barbel fishing in the country, with fish being caught just shy of the
British record weight.

Figure 46 The remains of Peterborough's former power station form the 'Electric Cut'

Carp were originally stocked in the Nene in 1952 at various points with a significant number around Peterborough. These fish, along with flood
escapees, have populated the Nene in its entirety over the years leading to fish over 30lb being a possibility anywhere along the river for those
committed enough to fish for them. The downstream end of the river around Peterborough has produced a number of large carp, with a few
topping 40lb, in recent years however this area was once a hotbed for river carp activity due to the electric power station. A warm water outlet
from the plant led the ‘Electric Cut’ as it was known to produce large carp all year round, bringing large numbers of dedicated anglers to the area.
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The disused and flooded gravel pits along the Nene Valley provide superb habitat for coarse fish to inhabit. Many of the fish stockings in these
pits will have been intentional but some will have found their way naturally. Anglers from all over the country now travel to the Nene Valley
seeking the specimen carp which are the most popular species in these gravel pits. However, many of these gravel pits fall under the SPA which
limits angling but preserves the natural habitat.
The angling in the valley is under pressure from a recent increase of illegal fishing activity,
with fish theft and poaching being the main crimes committed. In recent years, numbers of
breeding size fish have been illegally removed from the river and the lakes in the valley for a
number of reasons, impacting on the fish populations and dynamics. The far-reaching
impact of extensive fish removal is significant with invertebrates and aquatic vegetation also
being affected by changing numbers of fish. A majority of anglers will respect the
environment in which they pursue their hobby however a very real impact to the natural
environment can be caused by discarded fishing tackle and litter, especially in the
designated sites which do not allow for development to cope with increasing angling
numbers.
The river environment offers unique pressures to fish which include; the blocking of fish
passages through the river with impoundments such as weirs and sluices limiting the
distance fish can travel and the degradation of the backchannels and backwaters which
provide important refuges for fish during high flow periods.

Figure 47 Viktor Tzkas and catch (RNRP collection)
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8.2 Boating on the Nene
John Brown
Association of Nene River Clubs
The River Nene is an unspoilt, non-commercialised river, where you can experience beautiful scenery. While navigating along the River Nene
there are some awkward spots to navigate through. One of the biggest problems with navigation on the river was Islip Bridge but due to the hard
work from the Environment Agency, Association of Nene River Clubs (ANRC), Northamptonshire County Council and Rights of Way, the bridge
replacement will start in May.
The Environment Agency has been doing a great job in keeping facilities open for the boaters with restricted funding. There are 70 moorings and
many water points along the navigable river Nene, but boaters suggest there is still a need for more rubbish disposal areas and pump out
facilities.
The ANRC is an umbrella organisation for the boat clubs on the River Nene. It
provides liaison between the clubs and other bodies such as the Environment
Agency, Royal Yachting Association, Inland Waterways Association, Maritime
Volunteer Services, East Anglia Waterways Association and the Association
of Waterways Cruising Clubs. There are seven clubs that belong to the
ANRC, five of which are on the River Nene and two of which are on the
Middle Levels.
All ANRC clubs provide a very warm welcome to its visitors and has a good
relationship with the Environment Agency, which provides Strong Stream
Advice service which the club can then share through social media to its
members.
•
•
•
•
•

Northampton Boat Club is the oldest club on the River Nene. It was
founded in 1911
Barnwell Boat Club is one of the newest clubs on the River Nene
Oundle Boat Club is based in Oundle Marina and in within walking
distance of the town of Oundle
Elton Boat Club has 42 moorings with the maximum length of 36ft
Peterborough Yacht Club was founded in 1932 and is located next to
Ferry Meadows

Figure 48 Nene Valley view from train, Stibbington (DS Pugh)
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8.3 Marinas
In 2011 Beckets Park Marina was officially opened in time to celebrate the 250th anniversary of the navigation of the River Nene. The exciting
new facility was at the heart of the National River Festival that year and became a prominent focal point for leisure and recreation on the river,
connecting the town to the river and the countryside and it was a welcomed development. There are a number of marinas along the valley,
providing for visitor and residential moorings, sited in Bugbrooke, Billing, Blackthorn, Ringstead, Woodford, Oundle and Peterborough.
Whitemills is a new marina in Earls Barton, which opened in 2015 at lock 9.
Some of the marinas have been key mooring sites for hundreds of years. Becket’s Park surrounding the marina is an ancient site, originally
known as Cow Meadow, and has been an important piece of common land for at least 500 years.

Becket’s Park – Cow Meadow
Christopher Glazebrook
Heritage Hunters, Article from Leisure and Pleasure, 2011 (abridged)
A complaint was made to the assembly in 1619 “that many highways were being
made in and through the Cow Meadow, by reason of the tanners, glovers,
whittawers, parchment makers and others washing their pelts, hides, skins, and
other stuff. The assembly thereupon imposed a fine of 6s 8d on anyone making any
way or passage into or through the said meadow, or washing any manner of skins or
wools in the high river, or in any brooks about the meadow.” The town commons
were valuable, particularly Cow Meadow, for willow and osier cultivation, which were
cut at stated intervals, and used for hurdles, baskets, and other purposes.
On 12 May 1937, to celebrate the coronation of George VI, the old Cow Meadow
was renamed “Becket’s Park.” The journalist reporting in the Northampton
Independent says:
“Becket’s Park! I mustn’t forget the new dignity, nor will I cease to think of somewhat
affectionately of ‘Cow Meadow’. Disreputable old Cow Meadow! Its name was
appropriate then, and is none the less deserving of its new name, in view of the
alterations which have transformed it from a meadow into a park.”

Figure 49 Cow Meadow before it was renamed as Becket's Park
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8.4 Country parks
Within Northampton Borough there are 21 areas that are designated as parks, some of which attract, or have the potential to attract, significant
numbers of people from Northampton and its surrounding area. They are an important part of the town and have significant potential for
economic and developmental impact on Northampton.
Chris Haines, Countryside Services Manager
Northamptonshire County Council
Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) owns six country parks and all are managed by First for Wellbeing, a community interest company,
majority owned by NCC and providing wellbeing services. Collectively, NCC’s six country parks receive an estimated 2 million visits a year and
are important green spaces, providing conservation, recreation and education services of great benefit to public health and wellbeing. Four of the
country parks - Sywell, Brixworth, Irchester and Barnwell sit within in the Nene Valley (and catchment): Brixworth is situated on the edge of
Pitsford Water and acts as the recreational gateway to the reservoir.
Sywell is a former water supply reservoir with beautiful Edwardian period features, including a Pinetum and its feeder stream Ecton Brook runs
into the Nene. Irchester is a former ironstone quarry and is also a Regionally Important Geological and geomorphological Site (RIGS) on the
outskirts of Wellingborough. Barnwell is a former gravel works and now a patchwork of lakes, woodland and grassland nestling in the loop of a
beautiful backchannel of the River Nene near Oundle.

Stanwick Lakes
A 750-acre countryside attraction and nature reserve at the heart of
the Nene Valley, Stanwick Lakes is operated as a social enterprise
in partnership between the Rockingham Forest Trust and East
Northamptonshire District Council. Based around a complex of
flooded quarries, the site includes archaeological evidence of
Bronze Age and Roman occupation. It is registered as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest, with a particularly diverse and significant
set of habitats for birds. The park includes a visitor centre,
adventure play areas, lakeside walks, bird watching facilities and a
heritage trail.
Figure 50 Stanwick Lakes at sunset (Amanda Johnson, RNRP)
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Ferry Meadows
In the 1970s there was no significant public green space in Peterborough. If residents wanted to enjoy the outdoors and avail of purpose-built
leisure facilities, they had to drive 60 miles to the seaside towns on the Wash. There were few opportunities for informal leisure: no pleasant
areas to cycle, to picnic, to walk your dog. Although Peterborough was surrounded by countryside, access to it was very poor. The city was
hemmed in on all sides: by the brickworks to the south, the A1 to the west, by intensive agriculture and fenland and that lacked footpaths and
rights of way. The Peterborough Development Company (PDC), as it was then, planned from the outset to address this situation by securing the
corridor of floodplain adjacent to the River Nene for parkland and recreational use. The original plans for Nene Park conceive of a public green
space running from the formal leisure facilities on the Embankment in the city centre for seven miles along the meandering river towards the
intended site of the country park within the broad northern meander of the Nene. Westwards from the park, they intended the public to have
walking and cycling routes through the agricultural land beside the river towards Wansford. It’s a testament to the effectiveness of the PDC and
their partners at that time, that the park today comes so close to the original vision and was delivered with a minimum of public expense. To
ensure that the planned park was optimal for both visitors and wildlife, a number of organisations were involved in the design of Ferry Meadows,
including the Sports Council, Countryside Commission, RSPB and the Nature Conservancy Council.
During 1978, approximately 90,000 people visited. Figures from
1979 show 5,000 to 6,000 people visiting on sunny Sundays
and Bank Holidays, with one third of them walking or cycling to
the park. Today the park is the most visited country park in the
country, receiving more than 1.8million visitors per year.
Nene Park Trust are currently producing a 2017-2050 master
plan, which retains the same guiding principles which led the
development nearly 50 years ago, focusing on the needs of
people and nature.

Figure 51 Ferry Meadows in late afternoon
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8.5 Nene Wetlands and Rushden Lakes
The Wildlife Trust has a vision which will encompass 7 wildlife sites along
the middle Nene, that will be restored and improved into one large, 270hectare nature reserve. Extending and expanding this wildlife corridor will
secure the valley for future wildlife and for generations of local people to
visit and enjoy. Connecting sections of the valley with carefully managed
habitats, footpaths, cycleways and waterways to create a landscape rich in
wildlife where people can get close to nature
It is anticipated that more than 500,000 people will visit the Nene Wetlands
each year. The Nene Wetlands will offer everything from easily accessible
areas to quiet tranquil experiences, something for everyone from shoppers
to expert naturalists.
Four existing Trust nature reserves (Ditchford, Wilson’s Pit, Higham Ferrers
Pits and Irthlingborough Lakes and Meadows) linked together with the
developer-owned Rushden Lakes complex of three sites leased to the Trust
(Skew Bridge Lake, Delta Pit and Higham Ferrers Lake) will form the Nene
Wetlands - a one square mile wildlife and heritage destination, made up of
stunning lakes and meadows.

Figure 52 Nene Wetlands plan (Wildlife Trust, BCN)

Nenescape projects will help link the people of Rushden to the lakes and connect with the river. Likewise, visitors to the lakes will have access
to the Rushden section of the Greenway, which, through the Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme, will have improved access,
interpretation and activities.
In addition, the East Northamptonshire Greenway will connect these wildlife sites to another project area at Stanwick Lakes, where visitors and
residents can learn about past and present settlers, learn traditional skills and explore the surrounding landscape.
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8.6 Tourism
Karen Williams, Project Manager
Destination Nene Valley
Tourism across the area is led by Destination Nene valley, which is a partnership project that aims to build on existing frameworks to better
position and promote the Nene valley. The project will demonstrate the Nene Valley’s wildlife and heritage to a mixture of local, national and
international audiences, connect places with a green corridor for waling and cycling and support the tourism economy.
Destination Nene Valley has identified 4 priority strands, which are
carrying it forward into the next five years;
•

Creating an enterprising approach to the rural economy

•

Improve access to the Nene Valley by identifying and
developming solutions to existing barriers

•

Attract visitors and spend from local, national and international
audiences

•

Encourage local communities to lead healthier outdoor
lifestyles and promote green transport

Figure 53 Nene Valley tourism montage (DNV)
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9.0 Threats and opportunities
This section identifies the current challenges and opportunities affecting the Nene Valley.
Table 1 – threats and opportunities identified in the Nenescape area.

Issue

Threat

Development a)

•

•

Housing - the number of new
houses built within the Nene
Valley has increased rapidly over
the last 15 years and a further
72,000 are expected to be built in
the next 15 years. Increasing
households by 25%.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Opportunity

Permanent land loss to
urbanisation.
New infrastructure, such as roads
and rail, creates physical divides
between communities and local
natural and built heritage.

•

The partnerships created through the LPS will provide
an avenue to influence early planning stages.
Recognition and identification of important natural, built
and cultural heritage within the landscape will provide a
better understanding of important community areas and
access needs. This in turn will better inform decision
makers.

Large scale developments put
pressure on local services,
increased water run-off and
decreased water levels.
The value and quality of the
natural capital and ecosystem
services is reduced through
increased demand.

•

Ecosystem services mapping, combined with new
habitat studies and back water restoration and
management will better inform spatial planning and
development can be more appropriately designed (STF2
&3).

Increased population will put
pressure on the SPA and other
local nature reserves (LNR).
LNRs and other centres unable to
meet the demands of increased
traffic or people.
Many important habitats remain
small and fragmented, hindering

•

Access and zonation audit of important habitats sites,
will inform interpretation and access needs (PW1).
Future infrastructure can be more appropriately
designed and investment targeted.
An audit will also identify opportunities to improve habitat
connectivity and management.

•
•
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Development b)
•

Industrial centres – several new
logistic warehouses have been
built along the route of the river in
Wellingborough and Rushden.
Rushden Lakes retail
development is expected to
complete in Summer 2017 and
another is seeking approval in
Irchester.

Agriculture

•
•
•

the valley’s ability to function as an
ecosystem and wildlife corridor.
Changing skyline and some
•
natural views of the Valley
•
Encroaching on wildlife and
floodplain
Creating uninspiring views in key
•
wildlife and recreational sites,
affecting the attractiveness of the
river as a tourism asset.

Encourage developers to adopt more sensitive designs.
A better understanding of the character will better inform
construction designs and appropriate use of developer
contributions.
Partnership approach to new commercial units that can
find collaborative solutions for local communities, wildlife
and developers and local economy (refer to section 1 7.2 & 8.5 and LTTP3)

•

Intensification of agriculture, along
with new development and
changes to industry are masking
or removing physical evidence of
natural and cultural heritage

•

Heritage audit across the Nene Park estate in
Peterborough will better identify important
archaeological sites and inform future studies further upstream. Partnership promotions with other Heritage
Lottery Funded projects such as Chester Farm and
Delapre Abbey will help expand resources and inform
audits across the valley (LTTP2).

•

•
River bank erosion from
unrestricted cattle, loss of
wildflower meadows as more land
is used for single crops change the
•
flow and quality of the water.

Nenescape will provide opportunities for farmers to learn
new land management skills which promote more
environmentally friendly practices (refer to LCAP part 3 STF3).
A small infrastructure grant will improve management of
river banks and impacts from cattle (LCAP part 3 –
STF3)

•

Funded stewardship schemes
have tended to favour larger
landholdings and statutory sites.
Uncertainty around the future of

•

Nenescape will provide opportunities for farmers to learn
new land management skills, carry out meadow
restoration and a new land adviser will help inform
landowners about the habitats and environmental
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the Common Agricultural Policy
and stewardship, presents a
considerable challenge in securing
the long-term future of important
habitats and species.

implications of restoration work, provide the necessary
support to manage the landholdings and seek additional
funding in partnership with the Catchment Sensitive
Farming Officer (STF3)

Intensive agriculture; because the
river and its floodplain have
become separated by drainage to
permit more intensive agriculture,
diverse wetland habitats have
been lost along with the
ecosystem services they provide,
such as flood attenuation and
water filtration.

•

•

There is increasing pressure to
produce more food more cheaply
in the UK to compete with imports,
often at the environment’s
expense. The Nene Valley lies in
an important food producing area,
so this is a real pressure which is
being felt already.

•

•

•
Much of the Nene and its
catchment fails to meet Good
Ecological Status (required by the
Water Framework Directive) and in
some areas, continues to decline
as a result of agricultural diffuse
pollution

•

•

Wetland and wildflower meadow restoration grants and
valuable backwater restoration and management from
the Nenescape will help improve and restore lost natural
heritage and provide better management for its future.
Providing these restoration opportunities and partnership
opportunities at this time, means work across sectors
will become possible, producing a greater impact with
shared resources (STF2&3).
The third-party grants from the Farming for the Future
project, will reduce the financial pressure for some
landowners to retain some land for wetland and
wildflower meadow (STF3).

Nenescape will provide opportunities for farmers to learn
new land management skills, carry out meadow
restoration and a new land adviser will help inform
landowners about the habitats and environmental
implications of restoration work, provide the necessary
support to manage the landholdings and seek additional
funding in partnership with the Catchment Sensitive
Farming Officer (STF3).
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Disconnected communities

•

Knowledge of local heritage is
•
not being passed on as the
gradual loss of older
generations and the absence of
interpretation in the
environment or within
education means that
knowledge of the cultures,
•
skills and traditions of the Nene
Valley are dying out.

•

•

•

Changing communities created •
through rapid population of new
urban extensions, may feel
unconnected or disinterested
•
due to lack of interpretation or
access to local natural and built
heritage.

Nenescape will create a variety of forums for different
groups to share knowledge and engage with newly
discovered heritage through the Settlers of the Nene
Valley project (LTTP1). New interpretation within the
landscape will better identify what is unseen and share the
stories of past settlers and how they have impacted the
area and influenced the lives of modern settlers.
New trails and research can be stored online and be
adapted to suit different audiences and events for the
future. The growing partnership will also ensure research
and heritage information is shared widely to prevent future
loss (LTTP3).
Training opportunities from short day courses in traditional
skills such as willow weaving, brick making and lace
making to conservation management and heritage
interpretation will help improve the existing knowledge and
secure the skills needed for future management of the
heritage in the valley(LTTP1).
Training opportunities for volunteer led groups, such as
museums and heritage forums, to learn how to manage
visitors, apply for funding, promote and access research
and so on, will improve management of heritage and
access to it (STF5).
Small community grants will be available for community
groups to deliver heritage projects within the Nene Valley
with the support of Nenescape partners (LTTP6).
A Nenescape volunteer task force forum will provide
opportunities for new audiences to get involved with a
variety of activities across the landscape and partnership,
from species identification, research, and helping at events
and offering assisting as tour guides (STF4).
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•

•

•

•

•
•

Poor connectivity and
interpretation along green
corridors and the navigable
river.

•

•

•

Improved interpretation within the landscape will better
inform new visitors and residents of important heritage
such as that provided through the Walking in Time project
(LTTP2).
A co-ordinated approach to signage and interpretation
within the valley will be supported through the partnership
(LTTP3).
New ways to explore and promote the landscape and its
heritage will be provided through the Nene Valley Festival
providing an annual celebration of the valley and is open
to all audiences (ETN1). The project includes year-round
activity for local tourism businesses to get involved and
take advantage of increased visitor numbers.
Improved interpretation and access along river for boat
users and pedestrians, delivered through Enabling Access
from Waterways to Land and Out to water, Into History,
will also provide opportunities for new and existing
residents to discover more areas along the valley (ETN3).
Opportunities for visitors and new residents to come
together to celebrate the Valley’s diverse cultures (STF1)
Improvements to facilities on the River Nene will
encourage boat users and holidays. More informed
guides and interpretation along the river will help to
encourage visitors to explore the area and increase spend
for local businesses (ETN3).
Partnership working with the Environment Agency,
Destination Nene Valley and tourism provides will improve
local awareness of the area as a tourism destination and
expand offers nationally.
Milton Keynes and Bedfordshire navigation improvement
plans, will connect the Nene to a wider navigation network,
and in turn increase the offer.
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Health and Wellbeing

•

•

Changes in land use

•

•

Investment in the East Northamptonshire Greenway will
provide a cycle network with aims to link the Valley from
Wellingborough to Peterborough’s Green Wheel (refer to
LCA – Green Infrastructure) and to utilise the Nene Way
towards Northampton to provide a continuous link along
the Valley.

Health and wellbeing can be
affected by lack of access to
open space in particularly
vulnerable people, such as
those living in segregated
communities, people suffering
with mental illness and physical
disabilities
There are a high number of
residents in the Nene Valley
living with a disability and due
to physical barriers are unable
to access some of the more
natural environment and
wildlife areas. Restrictions
such as these can have a
detrimental effect on an
individuals’ sense of freedom
and ability, but also impacts on
everyday family life for those
living with someone who has a
disability.

•

Access studies and collaborative partnerships with local
authorities and health organisations, will offer a more
sustainable approach to delivering access improvements
(PW1&2).
Extracts of a Changing Landscape project will offer
opportunities for creative exploration of the landscape
through workshops and events that support people
suffering with mental health issues (ETN5).
Disadvantaged youngsters will have the opportunity to
engage with local heritage and the natural environment
through Nenescape on Film, recording individual journeys
of the people along the river. Artcodes Along the Nene will
also provide help engage a younger and wider audience
and give residents the chance to directly inform and
design interpretation along the valley (ETN4).
Through the Nenescape LPS, a wider audience will be
consulted and invited to participate in activities and
opportunities offered through the various projects, in
particular LTTP5, LTTP1 and STF4, which will create
opportunities for individuals facing life challenges by
offering new skills training, creative outlets, a chance to
visit new locations and meet new people.

Quarrying is an ongoing
industry within the Nene Valley,

•

•

•

•

Former gravel extraction sites have created some of the
most important wildlife habitats both locally and nationally.
The sites have increased opportunities for both wildlife to
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which can cause large scale
changes to the landscape

Historic sites

•

•

•

•

Climate change

•

There are several sites in the
area which are on the ‘Heritage
at Risk’ register, including
Northampton
Battlefield. Various Scheduled
Ancient Monuments are
unprotected and therefore
vulnerable.
Because of restoration and
maintenance costs, and the
technical work required, many
historic industrial features such
as water mills, river navigation
structures, and railway furniture
have gradually been lost, or
abandoned and degraded.
The lack of financial reward in
managing historic sites and
wildlife habitats threatens their
sustainability
Lack of investment means
historic sites are left to
themselves and threated by
natural succession and
valuable features are lost
The implications for local
farmers and nature sites need
to be understood.

flourish and for people to have better access to it, both
physically and intellectually. If managed appropriately,
these landscape changes could have positive outcomes
for people and nature (PW1 & LTTP3).
•

A community grant from Nenescape will provide financial
support to small restoration projects along the valley.
Furthermore, the strength of the partnership and its
projects will help secure future funding for these sites
(LTTP5)

•

Heritage Lottery Funding will help with restoration and
interpretation of industrial heritage, which will increase
awareness, visitor numbers which will open areas for
revenue and long term maintenance (LTTP3 & PW1)).
New partnerships help to build stability, create new
solutions and support sustainability.

•

•

•

•

Heritage Lottery funding will help with restoration and
interpretation of heritage sites, through projects; Resilient
River (STF2), Farming for the Future (STF3) and
Community Grants scheme (LTTP5), which will increase
awareness and visitor numbers which will open areas for
revenue and long term maintenance.
New partnerships will help to build stability, create new
solutions and support sustainability.
Training and restoration grants through Farming for the
Future and back water restoration within Resilient Rivers
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Climate change projections for the
East Midlands suggest that by the
2050s the region is likely to see
hotter, drier summers and warmer,
wetter, winters, with an increase in
severe weather events.

Lack of awareness
Much heritage only becomes ‘visible’
once you have been informed about
what it is and how it originated. In the
Nene Valley, there is often very little
visible evidence remaining of the

•
•

Lack of awareness could lead
to inappropriate management
Unmanaged backwaters can
cause poor water quality and
water flow, and reduce the
health of aquatic habitats

•

•

Increased roads not only
disconnect communities with
the landscape, easy
connections by car increases
the volume of motor traffic.

•

Much heritage only becomes
•
‘visible’ once you have been
informed about what it is and
how it originated. In the Nene
Valley, there is often very little
visible evidence remaining of
the past, and in others the
heritage is not interpreted.
Without awareness of the
existence of heritage it is very
difficult to value it, therefore it is
at risk of being lost.
Lack of awareness could lead
•
to inappropriate management.
Improved arterial road links cut
through the landscape and
disconnect road users with the

•
•

•

will improve understanding and land management to
prepare for future changes in climate
Backwater restoration work in partnership with the
Environment Agency and local landowners will help
manage this threat. Incorporating management plans and
restoring opportunistically those waters that have the
greatest impact and sustainable outcomes (STF2).
Investment in the East Northamptonshire Greenway will
provide a cycle network with aims to link the Valley from
Wellingborough to Peterborough’s Green Wheel (refer to
LCA – Green Infrastructure) and to utilise the Nene Way
towards Northampton to provide a continuous link along
the Valley (ETN2)
Artcodes Along the Nene and Extracts of a Changing
Landscape will engage a wide range of audiences through
a variety of creative events. This will give residents a
chance to directly inform and design interpretation along
the valley, providing a sense of ownership and delivering
real change (ETN4)

Improved access, better and more creative interpretation
such as events, trails and innovative activities means more
and a wider range of people will engage with local heritage
(LTTP3&5).
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past, and in others the heritage is not
interpreted.

Angling
Angling is a popular recreation
activity on the Nene and anglers are
closely involved in the health of the
river. However, there has been a
significant change from river angling
in favour of lakes and reservoirs in
the catchment.

•

•

•

In addition, an increasing number of
settlers from Europe practice different
fishing methods and are not aware, or
do not adhere to UK fishing laws.
•

•

surrounding landscape and its
•
heritage.
Without awareness of the
existence of heritage it is very
•
difficult to value it, therefore it is
at risk of being lost.

Angling in the valley is under
pressure from a recent
increase of illegal fishing
activity, with fish theft and
poaching being the main
crimes committed.
Numbers of breeding size fish
have been illegally removed
from the river and the lakes in
the valley, impacting fish
populations and dynamics, in
turn this leads to significant
changes to invertebrates and
aquatic vegetation.
Discarded fishing tackle and
litter, especially in the
designated sites.
Tension amongst anglers
caused through lack of
awareness and integration

Improved knowledge about local wildlife, their behaviours
and their needs, could create a greater community
responsibility towards managing natural areas (STF4).
The Nene Journey musical composition provides the
opportunity to show case the Nene Valley and the settlers
that have made it the place it is. Hundreds of students
from across the valley will take part in performing as an
orchestral ensemble, promoting the history of the Nene
and the journeys of its settlers. Their talent and
enthusiasm is then shared through the performances that
follow (LTTP4).

Nenescape will support the Angling Trust’s Building Bridges
project, which will deliver a series of education programmes
for fishing clubs and local schools, support for volunteers and
inter-nation competitions and encourage more celebratory
events with Nenescape partners, in order to raise awareness
of UK fishing laws, fishing heritage and create a more
integrated angling community (STF1).
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between UK and migrant
anglers.
Navigation

•

The Nene downstream of
Northampton is important for
navigation linking to the
national waterway network at
Northampton and
Peterborough. The potential for
providing increased tourism
and recreation benefit is
restricted by the relative lack of
facilities such as moorings or
canoe portage sites and flood
control measures after heavy
rain.

•

•

The Environment Agency Waterways team have been
working with Destination Nene Valley to improve their
tourism offer and promote the navigation. As Nenescape
partners, the two organisations will be able to produce
informed welcome packs for river users and new residents
alike, promoting the existing facilities and visitor attractions
along the river (ETN3)
The Waterspace study (2017) has identified key
opportunities for mooring and access improvements along
the river. In partnership with the Heritage Lottery Fund,
interpretation and access along the river will be renewed
and industrial heritage such as Ditchford lock can be
restored instead of removed (ETN3)
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‘Climate helps to shape the character of peoples,
certainly no people more than the English. The
uncertainty of their climate has helped to make the
English, a long-suffering, phlegmatic, patient people
rather insensitive to surprise, stoical against storms,
slightly incredulous at every appearance of the sun,
touched by the lyrical gratitude of someone who expects
nothing and suddenly receives more than he dreamed’
H E Bates (1908 – 1974)
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1.0 The scheme plan
1.1 Our Vision
The Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme will uncover the
hidden stories that have shaped the Nene Valley over thousands
of years.
Through research and re-enactment, we will better understand
the pathways and decisions made by previous generations.
Improved interpretation and exciting activities will invite modern
settlers to reconnect with the valley and appreciate its past.
Through restoration work and better-quality access, more people
will be able to discover the local wildlife and built heritage, and
develop new skills to become custodians of its future.
Through a series of ambitious projects, under three headings;
listen to the past, explore the now, and secure the future,
Nenescape will achieve this vision.

Topography
and geology

Human
process

Today's
landscape

Tomorrow's
landscape

• Shape of the landscape

• People making the river valley a place to live
• People using natural resources (gravel, minerals, trees)
• People working in industries in the river valley

• Rich in archaeology and built heritage
• A transport and distribution centre
• Special habitats and wildlife
• Disconnected communities
• 'Heritage industries' and craft producers
• Celebrated archaeology and built heritage
• Sustainable, sensitive development
• Resilient habitats, effectively protected
• Communities with sense of place, pride and skills
• Thriving local businesses

1.2 What is Nenescape?
The Nenescape Landscape Partnership is a Heritage Lottery funded scheme, which will focus on the transition of the Nene Valley from a working
landscape to a recreational space with significant historical and wildlife interest. All of this must coexist alongside a large, increasing human
population with modern industry and agriculture.
Building on existing relationships between organisations and communities, we will be educating each other throughout the course of the project
and creating opportunities for further partnership working.
Nenescape is a portmanteau of the River Nene and the distinctive landscape it flows through. The banks of the river represent a mixture of
industry, recreation and wetland wildlife all as a result of human intervention over thousands of years.

1.3 Why do we need Nenescape?
The Nene Valley is in an area with the smallest percentage of land designated for nature conservation, landscape, or heritage value in the UK.
This demonstrates what has been lost already, and emphasises the value of what remains. We can’t expect the landscape to remain static, but
we can help it to change and adapt in a way that is more sustainable.
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1.4 Audience, access and zonation
The Nene Valley has been an area of growth and settlement for thousands of years and the current influx of housing and new residents is no
exception. As one of the largest and quickest growing areas in the country, it is important that we understand who the project audience is.
Understanding access needs (both physical and intellectual) is vital for integrating and communicating with new audiences.
During the Development phase of Nenescape, a study of the audiences within the project area and the access to and sensitivity of the natural
and built heritage was conducted. The study brings together an analysis of audiences and their engagement with the landscape, an audit of
natural heritage sites and an overview of local tourism in order to inform activities in the delivery phase and the planning of an access and
zonation strategy. The main findings from this study have identified the audience groups with whom this project will engage and how, including
migrant communities, young families and active user groups. Although the area is reasonably well-used as a greenspace in terms of walking,
boating and angling, many visitors miss the built heritage aspects of the landscape, mainly due to a lack of information and signposting.
Access is a major part of this study and due to its importance for this landscape, it must be carefully managed through a zonation study to
identify and match activities with suitable parts of the river corridor. In working to manage the way people get into and around the landscape,
further research, survey work and consultation must take place to ensure that any solutions are sustainable.
There is a huge potential to diversify the active volunteering workforce in this area, by involving more young people, those from ethnic minority
backgrounds and catering for more people with disabilities.
Thanks to Nenescape activities over the last two years, partnership working is becoming more common in the area and several organisations are
working together in this way to achieve outcomes for nature and heritage. The Landscape Partnership Scheme will seek to continue and develop
relationships with them throughout the project.
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2.0 Scheme aims
2.1 Guiding principles
Celebrating heritage and people – We will help tell the stories of the Nene Valley and

the people that shaped it, improving interpretation and accessibility to heritage sites. We will
explore, recreate and celebrate journeys made by people as they travelled, settled and
traded along the Nene Valley over the centuries. We will provide opportunities for people to
learn new skills, help connect people and place and re-establish some of the historic identity
of the valley.

Valuing nature – We will help the local communities, businesses, and decision makers to
appreciate the value of the ecosystem services that the Nene Valley provides. We will build
on what was learnt during the NIA project about where these services are delivered, where
there are gaps, and how much they are worth and link to University of Northampton’s
proposed LIFE project on the same theme.

Figure 54 Living history day at Stanwick Lakes' Trading
Places barn (Rockingham Forest Trust)

Adaptation to climate change – With climate projections suggesting likely changes, land uses

in the Nene Valley need to be assessed for future resilience. We have produced a climate adaptation
study for the Valley, and will aim to implement its recommendations. It is important that each project is
sustainable and seeks to connect economic, social and environmental components together.

Developing skills – With this principle, we will up-skill existing staff and volunteers and provide

new opportunities through unstructured learning, formal training courses and placements and
apprenticeships. We will provide opportunities to learn new skills that represent the landscape and its
history, reinforcing connections with the local environment. Our shared knowledge of heritage skills will
ensure longevity and an increase of specialised expertise in industries which will help to protect,
restore and preserve our heritage.
Figure 55 Orange tip butterfly (Davide James)
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2.2 Themes for implementation
Listen to the Past
The ‘Listen to the Past’ theme will deliver a series of activities, innovative interpretation and community engagement projects that will reveal the
hidden stories of the Nene Valley and ensure they are better recorded for future prosperity. This theme will focus on heritage.

Explore the Now
Encourage exploration and understanding of the natural and built heritage. Promote the Nene Valley as an active recreational destination that
endorses sustainability and encourages visitors and residents to appreciate and care for the landscape and its wildlife. We will improve
opportunities for local residents to learn about local heritage and traditions and identify with the River Nene as it progresses from an industrial
landscape to a recreational space. This theme will concentrate on people.

Secure the Future
A series of projects that embed training and education as a means of introducing better understanding and management of the landscape, its
traditions, wildlife and culture. Communities and the environment will be improved through this theme.
Although each theme has a core objective, the projects within them will help to deliver all HLF outcomes.
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Managing information
Key strategy documents underpinning the LPS
• Nenescape LPS Development Phase Business Plan (July 2016).
• Audience, Access and Zonation Study (RNRP, 2017)
• Nenescape Landscape Character Assessment (RNRP, 2017)
• Nenescape Communications Strategy (2017)
• Northamptonshire Current Landscape Character Assessment (2006)
• Peterborough Landscape Character Assessment (2007)
• Mapping of Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services of the Nene Valley (Rouquette, 2016)
• River Nene Integrated Catchment Management Plan (RNRP, 2014)
• River Nene Waterspace Study (Richard Glen Associates, 2017)
• River Nene Backwater Study (Brayshaw, 2017)
• Geophysical Survey of Thorpe Meadow, Nene Park (Durham University, 2016)
• Nene Valley Angling Report (Substance, 2017)
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3.0 Summary of development phase activity
The Nenescape LPS area is encompassed by the designation of the Nene Valley Nature Improvement Area (NIA), one of 12 designations across
the UK (www.nenevalleynia.org). Established in 2012, this initiative brought together a number of partners across a broad spectrum of
organisations, from education, local planning authorities and non-government organisations such as voluntary and community interest groups.
It was through these new relationships that a greater appreciation for joint working was founded. It was recognised early on that the rapid
increase of urban development encroaching on the Nene catchment brought with it many challenges in different forms. As a consequence, the
partnerships grew and topics diversified.
A first-round application for a £2.8 million Landscape Partnership Scheme was submitted to the Heritage Lottery Fund in June 2015, after a 2years of preparation and information gathering. In November 2015, the Nenescape was granted a development phase grant of £205,000 towards
a total budget of £306,000.
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3.1 Professional studies
A number of studies have been produced during the development phase to support baseline data and project development. These include:
Angling survey – to better understand the profile of anglers in the Nene Valley. The need for research in these areas was in response to a
growing concern expressed by anglers about inappropriate and/or illegal fishing by anglers from other countries, most notably, continental
Europe. Fishing laws and methods in Eastern Europe differ greatly from those in the UK and the survey identified a need for education around
UK fishing within migrant communities and a need to better socially integrate anglers across the valley.
Geophysical survey of Lynch Farm – to determine the extent of archaeological remains within Ferry Meadows Scheduled Ancient Monument
(SAM), known as Lynch Farm. Earlier studies by Nene Valley Archaeological Trust (NVAT), earlier excavations and crop marks informed the
original description of the site. However, as a large portion of the site had been subjected to mineral extraction in the 1970s, the extent of buried
remains was unknown. The geophysical survey detected a large area of remains consistent with Bronze Age barrows, Iron Age and Roman
enclosures. It also identified an area of sand and gravel extraction where no archaeology remained. Consequently, the SAM can now be refined
and the remaining heritage can be better interpreted.
Waterspace study – Richard Glenn Associates were commissioned by the Environment Agency Waterways team, thanks to the Heritage
Lottery Fund, to identify opportunities along the navigable river where improvements can be made for the benefit of existing and new river users.
This document will be used in conjunction with the backwater study to deliver interpretation, accessibility and habitat improvements over the next
five years.
Backwater study – Building on earlier work completed by the Wildlife Trust in 2010 and 2011, an initial desktop study identified 38 priority
backchannels and backwaters along the length of the River Nene, discounting those that had recently been improved. From this list, 14 were
shortlisted for their further investigation, concentrating on areas where the most impact could be made effectively. Winter surveys and scheme
designs were also completed, in conjunction with the landowners and riparian rights owners.
Audience, Access and Zonation Study – This review has informed the need for community engagement and interpretation within the delivery
phase projects, but also highlights a need, in the light of political changes and a number of new developments, for important greenspaces, both
recreational and environmentally sensitive, to be identified and a strategy to be developed to enhance access and interpretation whilst protecting
more sensitive habitats from increased traffic.
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3.2 Consultation
During the early months of the development phase, the Nenescape core team conducted resident and visitor
surveys at key points along the River Nene, to better understand public knowledge about the river and its history.
An online survey suggested that there was some knowledge about the valley’s heritage, but it is not locally
celebrated or plays a significant role in daily life. The Audience, Access and Zonation study (supporting
documents - 2) concludes that updated interpretation will go some way to improving this, but more research is
needed to determine the best way to encourage a more personal investment from residents in their heritage. For
example, integrating local heritage more deeply into education, workplaces and recreation spaces.
Further consultation at heritage and environment focussed events, during the summer 2016, identified a growing
appetite for volunteering opportunities in the area, but 30% of respondents said that lack of time prevented them
getting more involved. However, 55% of those surveyed left contact details for further engagement (Audience,
Access and Zonation). When analysed further, those surveyed were predominantly, male and aged between 41-65
years. If Nenescape is to encourage a wider range of people to volunteer it will need to broaden the material
currently advertising opportunities.
The Ice Age to Digital Age project will concentrate on engaging younger and mixed gender groups, through
creative activities such as designing artcodes (a creative digital engagement technique), film making and music
performances. The Building Bridges angling survey identified a generation gap between UK and Eastern European
anglers, as well as a cultural divide, and so this project will provide activities and opportunities to integrate these
groups.
Nenescape activities are open to all, but some projects will go further to cater for individual groups who are
currently under represented or have specific needs. For example, Settlers of the Nene Valley will offer
traditional skills training for people who are physically
disadvantaged; Extracts of a Changing Landscape hopes to
provide a creative outlet for people living with mental health
issues and Nenescape on Film and Nene Journey will provide
opportunities for disadvantaged youngsters to learn new skills.
A summary of the scheme beneficiaries is provided in 4.2.
Figure 56 Consultation with the public over summer 2016 (RNRP collection)
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4.0 Projects

Figure 57 A map of Nenescape project locations
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4.1 Project summaries
Project titles and lead

Code

Summary

LTTP1

Working with local communities this project will explore, re-create and celebrate the settlement
journeys made by successive peoples as they travelled, settled and traded along the Nene Valley.
The project will deliver a range of activities, events and practical learning experiences for
communities, primary schools and disadvantaged groups which focus on three key aspects of the
Nene Valley’s heritage:

Theme: Listen to the Past
Settlers of the Nene Valley
Rockingham Forest Trust

•

•

The journeys settlers made – exploring and recreating past settlers journeys, particularly
using the river and learning about ‘life journeys’ where people learn traditional skills familiar to
earlier people.
Where and how settlers lived – creation of a ‘multi era’ barn, which will show different building
techniques used by past and present builders.

What we can learn from past settlers - Local schools and communities will have the chance to
learn about their cultural beliefs, how they traded, why they chose to settle the Nene Valley, and
what lasting effect they had on the landscape.
Walking in Time

LTTP2

Nene Park Trust

Interpretation, research
and support – Ice Age to
Digital Age

This project comprises five elements, all designed to help understand, conserve and celebrate the
natural and archeological heritage of the lower Nene Valley. Each element is connected by the
theme of walking to uncover and enjoy the heritage stories each element reveals:
•
•
•
•
•

LTTP3

Walking with Romans – trail creation
Walking on - riverside boardwalk
Walking to - Castor station masters cottage garden
Walking past - gateway art
Setting off - celebrating everyone’s new skills and achievements

The Ice Age to Digital Age scheme is a collection of projects that will act as an umbrella to support
all the Landscape Partnership projects, providing support under each project themes. The first
element under Listen to the Past is, investment into research, development and placement of
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interpretation at partner sites and online, to explain project work, heritage and natural history and
signposting of visitors between sites.

Nenescape core team
Journey along the Nene Ice Age to Digital Age

LTTP4

The new work, commissioned from Benjamin Till (http://www.benjamintill.com)) will be designed for
a performance at the Music for Youth Prom in November 2017 at the Royal Albert Hall and, in
March 2017 there will be a performance at the Derngate Theatre in Northampton and another in
Peterborough Cathedral. This performance opportunity will allow for a 25-min performance for up to
650 performers, including a massed choir of 450, from local schools from Northamptonshire,
Peterborough and Rutland (neighbouring Music Education Hubs). The massed school choirs will be
supported by members of county choirs and lead vocalists, as soloists.

Northamptonshire Music
and Performing Arts Trust

Nenescape on Film - Ice
Age to Digital Age

Northamptonshire Music and Performing Arts Trust (NMMNPAT) will compose a musical piece
about the River Nene and its settlers, which will then be performed as a launch event for the
Nenescape project.

LTTP5

Screen Northants

Community interest company, Screen Northants will follow the scheme as the projects are
delivered, documenting its impact on volunteers, the public and partners. Working in partnership
with a range of organisations and local communities, they will engage visitors and local residents
with the heritage and natural environment of the local area and developing the skills of local
volunteers. This project broadly has three streams:
•
•
•

Stories of the Nene Community Grant
Nenescape Partnership
board

LTTP6

to produce content to be used to engage new audiences with the heritage and natural
environment
to promote the LPS, our partners and the river locally
to train volunteers in film production

Through a third-party community grant scheme, we will empower local community and volunteerled groups to deliver projects that will encourage people to engage with their local heritage. The
project will provide two grant streams:
Stories of the Nene Grant – a small grant up to £3k each, for volunteer-led projects which help
preserve, restore and repair heritage (natural and built) within the Nene Valley, projects that
improve learning opportunities and access to local heritage and better understanding of the historic
and present natural landscape (total provision £30k).
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Flagship Project Community grant - a further grant up to the value of £40k will be awarded to a
community project that can demonstrate outcomes from each of the three Nenescape themes –
Listen to the Past, Explore the Now and Secure the Future (total provision £40k).
Theme: Explore the Now
Nene Valley Festival

ETN1

An exciting nine-day annual event that will be sponsored by Nenescape for the next five years.
This project will celebrate the wildlife, culture and heritage of the Nene Valley through an eclectic
programme of outdoor family events, art exhibitions, concerts, guided walks, museum open days,
cycling events, historic tours and much more. The project will link a variety of heritage sites
attracting visitors, from Northampton to Peterborough. The occasion will include launch and close
events which provide an opportunity for Nenescape partners to showcase their projects.

ETN2

This project will improve interpretation and management of a key link from the Greenway into the
heart of Rushden.

Destination Nene Valley

Out to Water, Into History

The new link will improve the section of the Greenway which runs from the High Street to Crown
Park industrial estate which is on the edge of Rushden. A new bridge is to be built across the A45.
It will also improve links from the end of the Greenway itself a) to the new bridge and b) into those
parts of Rushden where the early housing estates were established in the late 1800s/early 1900s
for workers in the boot and shoe trade.

East Northamptonshire
Council

Enabling Access from
Waterway to Land

ETN3

This project has prioritised three areas of work, identified through the recent Waterspace Study
(Glenn Associates, 2017):
•

Environment Agency –
Waterways team

•

The River Nene identity: supporting Destination Nene Valley and the wider Nenescape
partnership to develop an identity for the river.
Information and interpretation: supporting Destination Nene Valley to develop a ‘Welcome
app/pack’ for river users, to encourage further use of the river and raise awareness of the local
heritage and environment.

Boating facilities: We will provide improvements and/or new boating facilities to encourage boaters
to explore sites and villages adjacent to or near the river. We will work with other partners and
where appropriate, incorporate additional access for other users, whilst balancing the need of
conservation.
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Artcodes - Ice Age to
Digital Age

ETN4

Horizon; University of
Nottingham

The Artcodes along the Nene project is the first Ice Age to Digital Age element to support the
projects within the Explore the Now theme. The project will focus on bringing alive the “industrial
landscapes”, building on the strong heritage of industry, railways, canals, boats and mills along the
Nene, using creative interpretation through the Artcodes application
(www.horizon.ac.uk/project/artcodes/).
Working as a research project with the University of Nottingham, the scheme will:
•

A series of scoping workshops with relevant heritage partners and local communities to
inform content, and develop prototypes of Artcodes experiences.

•

Working with local designers to develop creative and beautiful designs that reflect the
context and landscape.

•

Run user studies to assess usability and the best content to tell the stories

•

Produce documentation to allow the key learnings to be communicated to all stakeholders

•

Launch showcase products at Nene Valley Festivals

Implementation of training for heritage and creative partners so they may create their own
experiences, thus allowing the Artcodes technology to be used into the future
Extracts from a Changing
Landscape - Ice Age to
Digital Age
Libraries and Wellbeing
services

ETN5

Working with local health and education providers, this project aims to an opportunity for improving
community wellbeing, through a series of mental health and creative response workshops.
The project aims to inspire participants to produce a creative response to nature through the work
of the local poet, John Clare. Outputs will include a variety of media, such as sounds, oral history
recordings, photography, art, music, poetry, etc
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Theme: Secure the Future
Building Bridges

STF1

Angling Trust

The actions and lack of integration of anglers from continental Europe has formed the basis of the
Angling Trust Building Bridges project, which is working with Nenescape to provide a series of
initiatives to improve relationships within the Angling community and fishing practices. The project will
be delivered within five distinctive programmes
•

•
•
•
•
•

Resilient River

STF2

This project will implement a series of backwater restoration programs, connecting habitats along the
Nene, restoring neglected/altered features, to improve biodiversity; protect, enhance and interpret
heritage features; and improve resilience of water quality and supply in the face of population growth,
urbanisation and climate change. The project will work in partnership with landowners, businesses,
communities and professionals to maximise opportunities for joint working.

STF3

Farming for the Future will promote, conserve and improve the natural heritage of the Nene Valley,
through a third-party grant provision and engagement initiative with landowners and farmers. We will
deliver meadow and wetland restoration and re-creation projects, alongside good land management
practices, supported by the opportunity for farmers and land owners to access grant funding to make
vital infrastructural improvements to aid water quality.

River Nene Regional
Park & Environment
Agency
Farming for the Future
Wildlife Trust & River
Nene Regional Park

Education - Introduction to angling, local practices and techniques and fish management, with a
particular focus on integrating migrant communities with local angling clubs. Creating opportunities
for young audiences to participate in angling within the Nene Valley.
Club support - To focus on building a framework to support local angling Clubs & Fisheries.
Competition - To focus on the delivery of an inter-nation angling competition framework.
Angling heritage - Work in partnership with Ice Age to Digital Age to capture the angling heritage
within the Nene Valley
Volunteer bailiff support - To enhance the facilitation of volunteer bailiffs in the Nene Valley
River volunteers - To identify a source of volunteers willing to restore the Nene

As well as engaging landowners and better interpreting the natural heritage of the valley, we will
engage the wider public through volunteering opportunities and events. We will also deliver two
flagship wetland restoration schemes in Upton (Northampton) and Ferry Meadows (Peterborough)
country parks, which will allow visitors to access this type of landscape and minimising levels of visiter
disturbance in the more rural meadow areas.
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Working closely with the river restoration project, existing conservation intiatives, conservation
organisations and landowners, we will improve riverine habitats to provide better linked natural heritage
for wildlife and people through Northampton to Peterborough.
Volunteer Task ForceIce Age to Digital Age

STF4

Nenescape Core team

This project aims to create a Nenescape volunteer task force for the duration of the project and
potentially beyond it. There will be three groups within the team, each with different skillsets and
interests:
•
•
•

HEAR (Historical Exploration and Advancement of Research),
EYES (Engagement, Youth and Events Support) and
LOCK (Local Outdoor Conservation and Knowledge)

Nenescape will provide a forum/exchange/centre point for volunteers active with partners or potential
volunteers, both online, promoting vacancies and physically with a group of volunteers available for
short, medium or long-term placements with partners, e.g Peterborough Museum providing labelling
workshop for Rushden Museum or Nene Park Trust holding a wildlife monitoring training session for
LOCK volunteers.
Volunteers will be trained by an exchange programme (between partners) and external training bodies,
and be thanked by way of a membership card, days out, etc.
All volunteers will be expected to offer skills and be given opportunity to develop skills in return.
The volunteering offer will be inclusive (committed to diversity and celebrating ability), safe (through
recruitment, screening, health and safety) and mutually beneficial to organisations and volunteers
(skills development, celebratory, valuable jobs).
Investing in Skills
Nenescape Partnership

STF 5

A series of training and education offers that will support the delivery of Nenescape, invest in people
and career development in heritage and environmental sectors, create opportunities for more people to
engage and learn about the landscape of the Nene Valley and in turn become custodians of its future.
Community heritage training - a small grant up to £500 for volunteer-led groups to access training to
support the continued running of museums and heritage led visitor operations.
Growing Skills – two apprenticeship places in heritage conservation. These places will be hosted by
Nene Park Trust and Peterborough College, but apprentices will have access to and training at partner
sites along the river.
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Internships – In addition to the places offered within individual projects, Investing in Skills will provide
a further two placements that will support the partnership scheme as a whole. This might include coordinating research projects, volunteer workshops or evaluation and monitoring activity.
Work placements – In partnership with the University of Northampton’s Change Maker team, we will
promote and provide access to opportunities for students from multiple disciplines to gain onsite
experience with a variety of partnerships along the river.
Skills Within – Nenescape staff and partners will be supported in the following ways:
•

•

Aiming Higher –Nenescape and RNRP core staff will be encouraged to utilise a minimum of 5
Continued Professional Development (CPD) days per year, which enable career development in
heritage and environmental fields and support the delivery of Nenescape projects. Staff will also
be able to access a ‘Training Award fund’, which will help towards the cost of obtaining a higherlevel qualifications in heritage and environmental sectors (e.g. level 4 and above).
Shared Skills – Nenescape partners will help populate a database of existing skills within the
partnership, which could be called upon to support the wider partnership, such as; IT and social
media support, visitor days and event ideas, workshops for apprenticeships etc.

Volunteer support and resources – Members of the Nenescape Volunteer Task force (HEAR) team will
be provided with access to the University of Northampton’s library and online resources to support
research projects and education offer.
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Project Wide Themes
Access for All

PW1

Nenescape Partnership
Board & NIA

Creation of an Access and Zonation Strategy and Management Plan.
Stage 1
•

•
•

Background research – building on the earlier audit work. Research effects of access on
wildlife, use of the valley and attitudes, site sensitivity, re-visit community panels, fill
information/research gaps.
Engagement and strengthen the links to other pieces of work and organisations.
Produce a detailed delivery brief.

Stage 2

Evaluation and
Monitoring

PW2

•
•
•

Themed workshops, consultation, survey work.
Map the opportunities and threats across the valley,
Produce a forward plan to delivery work and take account of any future opportunities and
principles for use in the Nene Valley.

•

Procure independent Evaluation and monitoring partner to provide training for partners,
produce mid-term review and final project review and legacy plan.
Each partner within Nenescape will carry out data and monitoring activities to inform evaluation
of project success. An independent partner will be appointed to provide an evaluation and
legacy plan and assessment for the scheme as a whole.

•
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4.2 Beneficiaries
The Nenescape LPS aims to engage with all audiences, but some projects will go further to improve opportunities for people from different
backgrounds and needs. The table below list some of the beneficiaries identified in this scheme.
Who will benefit?

How will they benefit?

Partners

Partnerships and projects will be better connected and skills will be shared and increased
Data collected will inform success of individual projects.
Monitoring data collected throughout the project will inform wider strategies and identify areas for investment
Future funding applications will be better supported with current evidence.
Volunteers and staff within the partnership will have access to training, so that they are able to increase the potential
for engagement beyond the end of this project.
They will also benefit from marketing material produced through this project to help promote partners work and offer.

Local communities

New residents will benefit indirectly from the integration aspects of these projects and feel less isolated and more
involved in their communities
Urban communities will benefit from an enhanced wildlife experience and interpretation in accessible locations close
to them through the two flagship schemes.
Increased access to and information on the river and increased economy from visitors to the area.
All residents will benefit from improved quaility of and access to heritage as well as a better understanding of the
importance of these habitats and heritage sites and the practises that conserve them.
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Reinforcing local identity and reduce community fragmentation by bringing different community groups together for a
common purpose
People with
physical or mental
challenges

Access improvements will improve physical accessibility on the ground, with signposting and interpretation improving
the appeal and appearance of routes. We will take action to ensure the activities are as inclusive as possible, for
example by using sign language interpreters on guided walks
Workshops will be offered to people with mental health concerns and traditional skills training will be provide an
opportunity for people such as ex-service men and women to experience a new working environment and meet new
people
Access to nature and outdoor acitivities can have positive impacts on mental health and physical wellbeing

Disadvantaged
young people

Increased confidence, local pride, and work and life skills. Increased knowledge/interaction with the Nene and
outdoor/rural activities

School children

Will help create understanding of local heritage
As the future of any region, this project will link all those involved with the work of this scheme will achiwve and
create a greater awareness of their river valley

Offsite users (digital
visitors)

Utilising artcodes along the Nene Valley will alow people to access engaging digital content and will encourage a
multi-layered experience. This is a more innovative way of accessing the history of the Nene Valley

Businesses

Increased visitor numbers, and local spend in the area.
New opportunities to engage with local heritage and communities

Local angling
riparian owners

Through less poaching and illegal activities and an increase in membership and integration.

Students and
volunteers

Opportunities to learn new skills and develop appreciation for the environment and its importance.

River users

Enhanced environment to view whilst using the river and visiting the river, with interpretation that will inform the why
and how of the restoration projects, heritage and local visitor attractions.
Increased access to information on the river.
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Farmers

Will benefit from advice, funding and training to assist in improving wildlife habitats and the wider environment of their
farmland across the Nene Valley.

Conservation and
Heritage
organisations

Will benefit from a project that allows co-ordinated conservation advice, financial support and empowerment to
deliver projects that communities are passionate about.

Volunteers

Will learn new skills, engage with heritage and feel part of a team
Share experiences, meet new people, gain confidence in their abilities and feel recognised for their acheivements.
Learn new skills and increased access to a wider range of releated projects (museum visits to learn from each other)
Will benefit from training and skills to allow them to monitor and interpret their local meadow and wetland habitats.

Visitors

Community projects will improve information and access for visitors. Exhibitions recognising the work produced
during delivery will be open to visitors which we hope will inspire and educate
Visitors to the Nene Valley will see an environment that is in good condition and have information to hand about how
to minimise damage.

Heritage and the
environment

Will be in better condition and be more accessible to a wider audience

Core staff

The team will be better qualified to support the delivery of all projects. Individual team members will feel supported
and encouraged to develop their careers in heritage and environmental sectors

The long term management of heritage is more resilient through the increased local knowledge and skill base

Investment in staff improves encourages commitment and loyalty
Students and
University of
Northampton

More students will have access to a more and a variety of work experience.
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Local planners and
decision makers

Access to a strategy and mapping document to help make balanced decisions about developments in the Nene
Valley
Local councils will have a wider breadth of information about the impact of development on local natural heritage and
therefore residents’ local areas will be protected and residents will understand how and why

Landowners and
managers

Landowners will be supported in managing access on their sites

Developers

This project will allow developers to maximise their corporate and social responsibility obligations, aspirations and
opportunities.
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5.0 Timetable
Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Years 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
2018 - Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

Listen to the Past
LTTP1 Settlers of the Nene
Project approval/ permission to Start
Recruit and appoint project staff
Multi-era building - footings/timber
frame construction
Multi-era building - pantile roof
Multi-era building - brick
making/drying and kiln firing
Multi-era building - brick wall
construction
Schools activities (18 days)
Historic immersion activities for
communities
Annual heritage event for the public
Opinion survey
LTTP2 Walking in Time
Procurement process for postexcavation research and write up of
Normangate Field and Durobrivae
suburbs excavations undertaken
Project group set up. Meet bimonthly initially, 3-monthly during
2020 and 6-monthly during 2021
and 2022
Procurement process for Boardwalk
substructure construction company
undertaken
Boardwalk substructure constructed
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity
Heritage audit of Nene Park written.
Working with NVAT, development of
key messages for interpretation and
trails
Post excavation research of
Normangate Field and Durobrivae
Suburbs undertaken. Estimated time
for completion = 24 months
Design and installation of heritage
trails within Nene Park Trust land
using local volunteers
Boardwalk boarding and handrails
constructed with help of volunteers
Design of mobile application to
support Nenescape projects,
including heritage trails
Design and installation of access
improvements, interpretation and
trails above Durobrivae Suburbs, off
Nene Park Trust land.
Guided tours above Durobrivae
Suburbs undertaken in spring and
summer months each year
Publication of post excavation
research of Durobrivae Suburbs
Restoration of old Station Master’s
Garden at Castor
Work with Metal to enlist local artists
for community arts project
Artwork created and installed with
help of local community along
gateway routes
Launch of trails and project ‘thank
you’ for partners and participants

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

LTTP3, LTTP4 & LTTP5 Ice Age to Digital Age
LTTP3 Interpretation – trails, panels, research projects:
Research for interpretation boards
Design, test/consult
Install new interpretation
Research for heritage trails and
other materials
Publish research findings - heritage
trail or other interpretation
Launch outreach events - KS1 &
KS2 engagement activities about
prehistoric Nene Valley
LTTP4 Nene Journey:
Students learn and rehearse new
composition
Filming of rehearsals begins
Nenescape launch performance at
the Royal Albert Hall
Performance at Derngate Theatre,
Northampton
Performance at Peterborough
Cathedral
Forward planning of future
performances
Film project
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

LTTP5 Nenescape on Film:
Recruit/train volunteers
Film projects
Community Grant LTTP6
Produce third party grant
application and guidance notes
Launch Stories of the Nene – third
party grant
Accept applications
Review applications
Project delivery
Project evaluation
Update grant scheme ready for
next round.
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

Explore the Now
ETN1 Nene Valley Festival
Post festival evaluation
Identify sponsorship opportunities
Engage with existing/recruit new
partners
Task group meeting to allocate tasks
for coming festival
Develop programme of events with
partners
Update branding for marketing
collateral and website
Website development e.g for 2018
festival include booking system
Update festival toolkit for partners
Update marketing collateral and
develop launch and finale
events/training for communities to
develop festival film
Update festival website content
Distribution of programmes
Delivery of festival with partners
On site visitor surveys
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept 2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3
Oct
19Sept
20

Year
4
Oct
20Sept
21

Year
5
Oct
21Sept
22

ETN2 Out to Water, Into History
Partners task group created
Develop marketing material
Publicise and promote project
Baseline survey of usage
Artcodes project
Engage sponsors
Tree and ecology survey
Build links with local organisations
and community
Recruit volunteers for Friends of
Greenway group
First community event
Quarterly meetings arranged for
Friends of Greenway and Partner
Task Group
Work with Friends of Greenway to
develop landscape management
plan, develop their own skills
Seek funding for potential access
point at Washbrook Road
Carry out opinion survey during
Nene Valley Festival
Appraise interpretation boards
Training for Friends of Greenway
volunteers
Vegetation clearance
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Street artist engage with local young
people
Annual monitoring, including public
consultation
End of phase celebration event
Oral history collation
Volunteer habitat survey
Gateway competition
Guided Walks and heritage trail
Gateway opened
Second phase signage installation
and waymarkers
Launch competition for local artist natural area theme
Natural area created
Completion of signposting
Phase 3 planting
ETN3 Enabling Access from Waterway to Land
Consultation with river users to
inform river users guide
Develop identity of the Nene with
DNV and produce welcome packs
Consultation for river pack options
Work with DNV and Nenescape
partners to develop options for
mobile application for river users.

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Produce outline designs for access
projects along Nene
Consult on designs with partners
and users to ensure joint working
and best practice/value for money
Start site surveys and construction
at agreed and identified sites
Develop and install interpretation
about important navigation heritage
sites along the river
Construction on site at various
locations to improve access
between land and waterways
Survey river users and visitors at
Nene Valley Festival to determine
opinion and success of project
ETN4 & ETN5 Ice Age to Digital
Age
ETN4 Artcodes
Scoping, consultation, research
Design and deploy
Testing
Training
Launch – Nene Valley Festival
Promote artcodes and create new
trails
ETN5 Extracts of a Changing Landscape
Tender for partner(s)
Plan with partner(s), secure funding
Promote project

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

Secure the Future
STF1 Building Bridges
Club support programme
Education programme
Competition programme
VBS support programme
River volunteer programme
Show case activity during Nene
Valley Festival
STF2 Resilient River
Recruit River Restoration Officer
Issue tender brief for year 1 hard
works (earth moving and fencing)
Issue tender for seed/plant
provision for year one works
Review and refine project site
designs
Appoint contractors for year one
works
Place seed/plant orders
Sign and issue landholder
agreements for year one sites
Undertake hard works at project
sites
Induction and training of volunteers
for planting and soft engineering
works
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

Undertake soft engineering works
Negotiate and agree monitoring
requirements for each project site
Undertake pre–project monitoring
Secure outstanding approvals /
permits for year 2 project sites
Host guided walk during NVF
STF3 Farming for the Future
Recruitment of land advisor
Grant Scheme open; land advisor
visits; items, measures and
projects delivered
Steering group meeting and
decisions on grant applications
Meadows training workshop and
baseline surveys
Training courses for landowners
Habitat works at Ferry Meadows
Oral histories collected
Habitat restoration at Upton
Country Park
Visitor surveys at Upton CP and
Ferry Meadows to monitor success
of project objectives
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

STF4 Ice Age to Digital Age
STF4 Volunteering Task Force (HEAR, EYES, LOCK):
Recruit
Induction and procure t-shirts etc.
On-going volunteer management
and training
Volunteers’ social event (repeated
annually)
Christmas celebration ‘Thank you’
events for volunteers
STF5 Investing in Skills
Recruit apprentices
Apprentices in post
Identify and recruit work
placements for three students
within Nenescape
Work placements in post
First phase Aim Higher Award
made available to staff
Launch Community Heritage Grant
– applications made quarterly and
awarded April, July, Oct, Dec.
Review training offer and adjust
offer where necessary for next
round
Review training impact and devise
new offer and seek external
funding.
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2-5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

Project Wide Themes
PW1 Access for All
Wildlife surveys
Consult partners with shared data
interests.
Collaborative studies of ecological
needs and recreational demands mapping exercise
Series of community panels
Produce detailed report of findings
and list of potential deliverables
Create a forward plan to take into
account future opportunities and
shared principles with other
partners
Scoping work to support an access
and sensitivity supplementary
plannind document
PW2 Evaluation and Monitoring
Appoint evaluation partner
Workshops for partners
Data collection
Review data (desktop)
Mid-term report
Final report and legacy plan
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Year 1 Oct 17- Sept 18

Year 1 and 2 - 5 timetable

Activity

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Year 2 Oct
18-Sept
2019
Nov
Oct- 1818
Sept
19

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Oct
19Sept
20

Oct
20Sept
21

Oct
21Sept
22

Scheme management
Quarterly claims from partners and
to HLF
Quarterly meetings with board
Quarterly meetings with Delivery
partners
Wider partnership
events/conference
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6.0 Budget
6.1 Total scheme costs

Scheme totals
Expenditure

Total (exc
VAT)

VAT

Total (inc
VAT)

Capital subtotal
Activity subtotal
Other subtotal

1,456,781
1,505,221
1,478,445

14,981
8,841
196

1,471,762
1,514,062
1,478,641

Totals

4,440,447

24,018

4,464,465

Income
Other fundraising
Non-cash (staff time in-kind)
Volunteer time
HLF grant
Total Year 1 income

Total income
888,417
394,148
554,300
2,627,600
4,464,465
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6.2 Profile of spend across project years
Year 1

6.2.1 Listen to the Past
LTTP1 Settlers of the Nene Valley
LTTP2 Walking in Time
LTTP3 Interpretation and research
LTTP4 Journey down the Nene
LTTP5 Nenescape on film
LTTP6 Community grant
Theme Total

Year 2

Year 3

Total
Total
Total
73,509 68,632 57,009
264,888 187,560 78,860
11,450 27,850 23,550
379,233
0
0
9,000 15,000
9,000
6,600 13,700 13,700
744,680 312,742 182,119

Grant
rate

Year 4

Year 5

Project total

Total

Total

HLF
Match
Total
158,400 40,750
199,150
405,700 131,988
537,688
102,000 18,350
120,350
8,000 371,233
379,223
10,000 40,000
50,000
71,000
7,000
78,000
755,100 609,321 1,364,421

0
0
3,190 3,190
29,950 27,550
0
0
10,000 7,000
44,000
0
87,140 37,740

80
75
85
2
20
91

6.2.2 Explore the Now
ETN1 Nene Valley Festival
ETN2 Out to Water, Into History
ETN3 Enabling Access
ETN4 Artcodes
ETN5 Extracts of a Changing Landscape
Theme Total

41,000 34,000 35,000 45,000 42,000 75,000 123,000
34,000 35,500 33,000 30,500 19,500 72,500 80,000
95,200 164,000 240,800
0
0 250,000 250,000
40,500
9,957
0
0
0 30,000 20,457
0 27,000
0
0
0 10,000 17,000
210,700 270,457 308,800 75,500 61,500 437,500 490,457

198,000
152,500
500,000
50,457
27,000
927,957

38
48
50
59
37
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Year 1

Secure the Future
STF1
Building Bridges
STF2
Resilient River
STF3
Farming for the Future
STF4
Volunteer task force
STF5
Investing in Skills
Theme total

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

HLF
Grant
rate

Project total

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
HLF
Match
Total
90,696
88,528
89,158
9,863
0 125,160 153,085
278,245
156,250
184,975
184,975
0
0 239,750 286,450
526,200
220,084
120,394
120,314
0
0 225,339 235,453
460,792
4,000
4,000
5,050
5,050
4,000
20,000
2,100
22,200
14,300
34,166
34,766
17,700
18,678 103,610
16,000
119,610
485,330
432,063
434,263
32,613
22,678 713,859 693,087 1,406,947

45
46
49
90
87

Project wide
PW1
Access for All
PW2
Monitoring
Team Core costs
Theme total

Total yearly spend

6,000
3,000
124,950
133,950

6,500
5,000
128,699
140,199

16,500
10,000
132,560
159,060

11,500
4,200
136,538
152,238

16,000
13,000
155,693
184,693

15,000
27,700
678,440
718,640

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Project total

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

HLF

1,574,660

1,155,461

1,084,242

347,491

306,611

2,627,600

36,500
7,500
0
46,500

Match
1,836,865

51,500
35,200
678,440
765,140

Total
4,464,465

75
79
100

HLF Grant
rate for whole
scheme
59
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6.3 Cost comparison between Stage 1 and Stage 2 applications
Breakdown of costs:
Expenditure
Capital
Repair and conservation work
New building work
Other capital work
Other capital costs
Equipment and materials
Professional fees relating to capital works
Contingency
Subtotal

Expenditure
Activity
New staff costs
Training for staff
Paid training placements
Training for volunteers
Travel and expenses volunteers
Travel for staff
Equipment and materials
Professional fees relating to activities
Contingency
Subtotal
Figure 58 Graph showing difference between Stage 1 and Stage 2 costs

Stage 1

188,880
1,099,656
156,000
22,500
66,000
10,013
0
1,543,049
Stage 1

Stage 2

283,660
245,586
377,576
110,477
149,800
244,382
45,300
1,456,781
Stage 2

Nonrecoverable
VAT
3,000
6,414
624
1,203
160
3,580
0
14,981
Nonrecoverable
VAT

Total
(inc.
VAT)
286,660
252,000
378,200
111,680
149,960
247,963
45,300
1,471,762
Total
(inc. VAT)

Variance

97,780
-847,656
222,200
89,180
83,960
237,949
45,300
-71,287
Variance

690,202
11,123
80,000
33,500
41,160
31,540
101,600
147,000
0

848,790
34,214
75,832
56,495
39,190
101,636
225,546
69,416
4,500

0
324
2,200
0
212
707
4,875
523
0

848,790
34,538
78,032
56,495
39,402
102,343
230,421
69,939
4,500

158,588
22,725
-1,968
22,995
-1,758
70,803
128,821
-77,061
4,500

1,136,815

1,455,620

8,841

1,464,461

327,646
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Expenditure
Other
Recruitment
Publicity and promotion
Evaluation
FCR
Volunteer time
Non-cash in-kind
Other costs
Contingency
Subtotal

Expenditure
Totals

Stage 1

4,400
128,100
60,000
546,720
100,750
187,120
89,500
154,716
1,271,306

Stage 1
3,951,170

Stage 2

5,034
155,606
55,584
210,448
544,300
394,148
65,850
87,076
1,528,047

Stage 2
4,440,447

Nonrecoverable
VAT
116
64
16
0
0
0
0
0
196
Nonrecoverable
VAT
24,018

Total (inc.
VAT)
5,150
155,670
55,600
210,448
554,300
396,648
65,850
87,076
1,528,243

Total
(inc. VAT)
4,464,465

Variance

750
27,570
-4,400
-336,272
453,550
207,028
-23,650
-67,640
259,937

Variance
508,295
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Income
Other public sector
Central government
Private donation (trust/charity, etc)
Commercial/business (S106 & other)
Own reserves
Other fundraising
Non-cash (staff time in-kind)
Volunteer time
Subtotal
HLF grant
Total
Grant rate (based on whole scheme costs)
Cash only total
Grant rate based on cash only

Stage 1
150,000
103,902
6,000
77,621
22,047
545,850
317,900
102,750
1,326,070
2,625,100
3,951,170
66
3,530,520
74

Stage 2
120,000
248,902
62,995
18,000
75,000
363,520
394,148
544,300
1,839,365
2,627,600
4,464,465
59
3,513,517
75

Variance
-30,000
145,000
56,995
-59,621
52,953
-182,330
76,248
451,550
704,045
2,500
510,795
-19,503
0
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6.4 Cost variations
During the development phase, further consultation and
technical studies informed the changes to the cost plan.

Changes to activity costs:
There is a slight increase in the amount now committed to
equipment and materials, which is mainly due to the
inclusion of a third-party community grant which allows for
unknown activity costs. There is a slight increase in staff
costs, as officer time and number of job roles throughout
partnership projects has been refined and needs determined
within individual projects.
Changes to other costs:
The primary change to the other column is the increased
match contribution to the overall project and through officer
time from partner organisations and the contribution
anticipated from volunteers. Full cost recovery appears
reduced as management costs have been been distributed
more evenly through the scheme and absorbed into staff
costs.

Stage 1
Stage 2

1,800,000
1,600,000

1,400,000
1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000
600,000
400,000
200,000
0

Repair and conservation work
New Building work
Other capital work
Other capital costs
Equipment and Materials
Professional Fees relating
Contingency
Sub total
New staff costs
Training for staff
Paid training placements
Training for volunteers
Travel and expenses volunteers
Travel for staff
Equipment and materials
Professional fees relating to Activities
Contingency
Sub total
Recruitment
Publicity and promotion
Evaluation
FCR
Volunteer time
Non Cash - In kind
Other costs
Contingency
Sub total

Changes to capital costs:
Cost for capital works have been refined during the
development phase, taking in to account preliminary
feasibility studies for the boardwalk and backwater
restoration. There is a decrease in capital works due to the
removal of a new cycle bridge from the scheme. The
number of backwater projects has increased, but match
contribution from supporting government funds has also
increased to meet this need.

Stage 1 & 2 cost comparison
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Figure 59 Graph showing Year 1 costs
21,259

22,500

56,911

30,570
10,100

5,150

1,000

35,289

10,276
51,966

32,500

16,285

5,100

7,300

2,200

9,000

27,833

74,794

107,099

155,056

173,600

180,000

215,472

323,400

6.5 Year 1 cost plan

YEAR ONE COST PLAN (INC VAT)
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7.0 Project risks
Scheme risk register
Risk or issue

How likely
is the
event

How serious
is the
impact

Medium

High

Consequence

Action to prevent or reduce risk

Who will manage this risk

The partnership
Key partners leave the
scheme

•
•
•

Strategic projects are
not delivered
Dynamics of the
Partnership change
Low morale and lack of
connectivity between
projects.

•

•

•
•

Partner organisations
change internally and
project delivery lacks
appropriate support

Medium

High

•
•
•

Funding cuts which
could lead to staff cuts
or lack of internal
support

Low

High

•

Strategic projects are
not delivered
Dynamics of Nenescape
Partnership changes
Low morale and lack of
connectivity between
projects.
Some elements of the
scheme will become
undeliverable.

•
•

Ensure a broad spectrum of skills and
representatives exist within the
partnership
Create a ‘skills register’ within the
partnership to highlight the strengths
within the partnership
Ensure delivery partners agree to LCAP
and project delivery elements.
All partners to nominate a ‘second’ to
step in if people move on.
Ensure high level representative signs
up to Partnership agreement
Maintain a secondary list of projects
that could help deliver objectives.

Project Delivery Manager
Chair of Board

Project Delivery Manager

Source alternative funders

Project Delivery Manager

Develop new ways of delivering affected
objectives

CEO, RNRP (Lead Partner)
University of Northampton
(Competent Authority)
Partnership Board
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Risk or issue

How likely
is the
event

How serious
is the
impact

Medium

High

Consequence

Action to prevent or reduce risk

Who will manage this risk

Core team
One or more key
members of staff leave
(maternity, long term
sick, new job) before
the project is
completed

•

•

Delays to project
delivery due to
recruitment
Loss of information and
experience about project

•

•

•
Funding cuts or
unforeseen
circumstances cause
Lead Partner to
withdraw

Medium

High

•

Some elements of the
scheme will become
undeliverable.

•
•

Regular team update meetings to
ensure work and project detail is current
and accessible
Provide ongoing support and training to
encourage commitment and support
career development.
Contingency budget to support
unplanned vacancies.
Partnership Board to agree a ‘second’
to host core team.
Maintain a funding plan

Project Delivery Manager

CEO RNRP (Lead Partner)

CEO, RNRP (Lead Partner

University of Northampton
(Competent Authority)

Chair of Board

Project delivery
Individual projects are
poorly managed or fail
to meet outputs and
objectives.

Medium

Medium

•

•

Poor management could
affect the success of the
project.
Prevent or delay
delivery

•
•

•

Partners will provide quarterly progress
reports
Partners will be asked to provide a
SWOT assessments for their project at
the start of their delivery and annually
thereafter, to ensure appropriate
support and training can be provided
where necessary.
The projects will be closely monitored
through reporting processes.

Project Delivery Partners

Project Delivery Manager
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Risk or issue

How likely
is the event

How serious
is the impact

Individual project delivery
slips/fails to stick to timetable

High

Medium

Consequence
•

Delays could restrict other
project delivery due to
shared activity or events.

Action to prevent or reduce risk
•
•

•

Lack of public engagement or
volunteer support

Medium

High

•

•

Lack of interest would
reduce the impact of outputs
and overall objectives for the
scheme.
Reduce the value of
contribution to the budget.

•
•

•
•

•
Environmental disease
outbreak limits access to
countryside

Low

High

•

Restricted access to the
landscape to deliver projects
and attract visitors

•

•

Partners will provide quarterly
progress reports
Partners will be asked to provide a
SWOT assessments for their project
at the start of their delivery and
annually thereafter, to ensure
appropriate and continued support
and training can be provided where
necessary.
The projects will be closely
monitored through reporting
processes.
Ensure a broad spectrum of
advertising.
Continue to monitor interest and
needs of volunteers so appropriate
support can be offered.
Provide flexibility within planned
events
Create innovative designs and
activities to attract different
audiences.
Ensure volunteers are motivated,
supported and celebrated.
Mitigation of disease is out of our
control, but health and safety policies
are in place for partners working in
the countryside and support will be
offered to partners where needed.
Third part grants will be adapted to
support appropriate and timely
needs in this event.

Who will manage this
risk
Project Delivery Manager

Interpretation and
Community Engagement
Officer
Project Support Officer

Project Delivery Partners
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Risk or issue

How likely
is the event

How serious
is the impact

Consequence

Action to prevent or reduce risk

Delivery partners fail to
obtain necessary consents
and permissions

Low

High

•

Projects are disbanded or
delayed.

•

Impact of weather on major
consultation events.

Medium

Low

•

Events will be poorly
attended

•

No access to technical
expertise (or capacity)
required

Low

Medium

•

Projects are limited by their
access to information and
skills

•

Medium

High

•

Some outputs or objectives
will be undeliverable

•

Who will manage this
risk

All scheme timetabled for year one
delivery, will have obtained
necessary consents for this period,
during development phase.
Partners are experienced in
organising events and will mitigate
as necessary, producing risk
assessments as necessary.
The partnership has reviewed skills
required at the development stage.
Proposals to address technical
expertise / capacity gaps have been
included within the budget.

Project Delivery Partners

Ensure project estimates are
reassessed before delivery
commences
Ensure delivery partners have
planned suitable contingency –
either cash or alternative outputs.
Make cost savings where possible
Support delivery partner in seeking
alternative funding
Maintain funding plan
Continue to seek additional funding
throughout the life of the project.
Regularly monitor project budget to
identify any early shortfall

Project Delivery Partner

Project Delivery Partners

Project Delivery Manager

Common fund
Delivery costs exceed agreed
budget

•

•
•
Failure to meet match
funding target

Medium

High

•

Some projects will be
undeliverable

•
•
•

Project Delivery Manager

Project Delivery Manager
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Risk or issue

How likely
is the event

How serious
is the impact

Partners unable to meet
agreed match funding and in
kind contributions

Low

High

Consequence
•

Some projects or outputs
may be undeliverable

Action to prevent or reduce risk
•
•

•
Funding needed prior to HLF
claim

Medium

Medium

•

RNRP will have cash flow
pressures

•

•

Regularly monitor project budget to
identify any early shortfall.
Potential for other partners to deliver
higher values of in-kind which will
support overall budget.
Partners to provide quarterly project
updates and claims.
All project partners will agree to fund
own activities and claim
retrospectively through HLF grant.
Third party grants will also be issued
retrospectively. Where upfront costs
are required, procedures will be
identified to accommodate the need.

Who will manage this
risk
Project Delivery Manager

Project Delivery Manager

CEO RNRP (Lead Partner)

University of Northampton
(Competent Authority)
Project partners fail to hand
in quarterly claims and
project reports

Low

Medium

•
•

Overall Cashflow is disrupted
Project Delivery Manager not
able to make full report to
HLF or overall claim is
delayed

•

Conditions of grant will expect
partners to submit claims within 6
months of spending or risk loss of
funding.

Project Delivery Manager

A summary of individual project risks is outlined in LCAP part 2.
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8.0 Our partnership
The Nenescape Landscape Partnership has been created through the combined efforts
of several core committed individuals and almost four years of consultation and
recruitment.
The current partnership includes nine board members representing nine key areas of
expertise; education, fund raising, local government, community and voluntary sector,
natural environment, wildlife management, built and social history, river ecology and
business and tourism. A further 11 delivery partners and more than 40 supporting
partners across a broad spectrum of disciplines, will help us deliver 16 core projects.
We also have a current Nenescape mailing list of 52 which will expand as consultation
continues. The Nenescape Communications Strategy (supporting documents - 3)
outlines the partnership’s shared commitment to promote and inform Nenescape, the
Heritage Lottery Fund and partner projects.

Figure 60 Nenescape Partnership tour of Barnwell (RNRP Collection)
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8.1 Lead partner
River Nene Regional Park (RNRP)

The River Nene Regional Park is an independent Community Interest Company creating a
green infrastructure network of environmental projects extending from Daventry to
Peterborough linking the towns of Northampton, Towcester, Wellingborough, Kettering and
Corby. This is an independent, not-for-profit organisation that is able to hold assets on
behalf of the community. It has to meet certain standards and produce an annual
Community Report.
Since the inception of the River Nene Regional Park in 2004 over £20 million pounds has
been secured for ongoing investment in this area, such as the award-winning Tree Top Way
at Salcey Forest, the innovative facilities at Stanwick Lakes and Top Lodge at Fineshade
Woods and many others. All of these projects are bringing about change on the ground and
enhancing the environmental assets that we already have.
Working with a wide partnership of organisations the River Nene Regional Park is in a
strong position to deliver projects around its core themes which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Project enabling
Placemaking
The centre of excellence for environmental initiatives and innovation
The champion for Green Infrastructure across the region
Enabling carbon offset and addressing climate change.

In addition to hosting the Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme, other projects in association with our partners include:
• Nene Integrated Catchment Management Plan
• Catchment Sensitive Farming: delivering advice, funding and projects
• Forests for Life: Rockingham, landscape enhancement and carbon sink
• Engaging local communities and businesses to increase the Nene’s contribution to the local economy
• Implementing innovative river restoration projects, revitalising our landscape and environment
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How does RNRP govern itself?
The board
The board consists of 8 members, belonging to organisations from the private sector, regional and local government, national agencies, charity,
community and landowner bodies. The board are responsible for making key financial decisions and prioritising the direction in which the River
Nene Regional Park goes in terms of its future delivery.
The executive team
The role of the executive team is to administer the day-to-day running of the River Nene Regional Park on behalf of the partners including
seeking new projects and coordinating bid submissions to a range of funding streams.
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8.2 Accountable body
University of Northampton
The University of Northampton offers more than academic education. It also provides a
unique approach to social enterprise and supporting individuals and communities through
their Change Maker programme.
In February 2015, the University invested £8.5 million in a new innovation centre in
Northampton’s town centre, which offers support and advice for businesses in social
enterprise. Students also have the opportunity to work within these businesses through placement and internship.
The University of Northampton was also the first in the UK to be designated as an Ashoka Changemaker Campus. The Changemaker Campus
or Changemaker University designation is given to leading institutions in social innovation education. These institutions share the vision for
higher education to become the next global driver of social change by transforming the educational experience into a world-changing experience.

How does the university govern itself?

The University of Northampton is an independent corporate body established by statute under the terms of the Education Reform Act 1988. The
university is an exempt charity under the Charities Act. The university’s charitable purpose is the advancement of education. All governing
documents (Instrument and Articles of Government, University Bye-laws, Scheme of Delegation, Charitable Status) can be viewed via the
university’s website www.northampton.ac.uk.
The governance of the University is conducted in accordance with the seven principles of public life:selflessness
• integrity
• objectivity
• accountability
• openness
• honesty
• leadership
The university has adopted the Higher Education Code of Governance as developed by the Committee of University Chairs (CUC). The
university has a Code of Conduct for Governors, External Committee Members, University Officers and Senior Post Holders.
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8.3 Governance
The Nenescape LPS will be governed by the partnership board. The scheme will be administered by the core team and the Project Delivery
Manager will act as the partnership’s liaison to the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) grant officer and designated mentor/monitor.
The delivery partners will form the Delivery Partner group, and will work with each other to meet individual projects and scheme objectives and
HLF outcomes.

8.4 The partnership scheme board
Board member

Board role

Organisation

Job title

Stuart Orme

Chair

Peterborough Cathedral

Director of Operations

Andrew Langley

Deputy Chair

Destination Nene Valley

Chair

Kathryn Hardcastle

Lead partner

River Nene Regional Park

CEO

Prof. Jeff Ollerton

Competent Authority

University of Northampton

Professor of Biodiversity

Adrian Oates

Member

Nene Park Trust

Funding Manager

Sharn Davies

Member

East Northamptonshire Council

Executive Director

Michelle Russell

Member

Natural England

Lead Adviser

Matt Johnson

Member

Wildlife Trust

Landscape Manager

Simon Mutsaars

Member

Community and Voluntary Sector

Consultant

Figure 61 Partnership Board signing event (RNRP Collection)
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The Nenescape partnership board has grown from existing and new partnerships, working together, sharing priorities and ambitions. It was
formed in 2015 to oversee the development of Nenescape’s second stage application. The same organisations have agreed to commit to the
planned delivery of the LPS from 2017 to 2022.
A copy of the Nenescape LPS Delivery Phase Partnership Agreement
(2017) is available in Supporting documents 7 and includes terms of
reference and member’s roles and responsibilities.
The board will promote Nenescape and its projects through their own
professional activities.
Members of the board and the expertise within the partnership has
also informed the content of the Landscape Character Assessment
and LCAP.

Figure 62 The Nenescape board, November 2015 (RNRP collection)
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8.5 Core team
The day to day administration of Nenescape will be managed by three full time members of staff; a Project Delivery Manager (PDM), an
Interpretation and Community Engagement Officer (ICEO) and a Project Support Officer (PSO).

Roles
PDM – will oversee programme management, submit claims and reports to HLF, manage the scheme budget, report to the Partnership Board
and provide line management to the ICEO and PSO.
ICEO – will administer the Communications Strategy, actively engage new audiences and project manage the Ice Age to Digital Age scheme of
projects.
PSO – will provide 3 days per week programme support, co-ordinate partner claims and invoices and administrative assistance. A further 2 days
per week will be dedicated to co-ordinating the volunteer task force.
All staff will
•
•
•

Observe RNRP policies at all times including the Health & Safety Policy, undertake Risk Assessments for sites and activities, COSHH
assessments and adherence to Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable Adults Policy and Volunteering Policy.
To work at all times within the RNRP’s Equal Opportunities Policy and to promote equal opportunities.
To carry out any other duties which fall within the broad spirit, scope and purpose of Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme.
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8.6 Delivery partners
Partner

Lead contact

Nene Park Trust

Adrian Oates

East Northamptonshire Council

Lucy Hawes

Stanwick Lakes (RFT)

Alyson Allfree

Nenescape team

Alison Cross

Horizon – Nottingham University

Sue Jones

Screen Northants

Paul Mills & Becky Adams

Destination Nene Valley

Karen Williams

Wildlife Trust

Matt Johnson

RNRP

Kathryn Hardcastle

Environment Agency

Candy Reed

Angling Trust

Kelvin Allen

Delivery partners will meet as a group at least 4 times per year to celebrate shared successes and lessons learnt. Throughout the development
phase, the core delivery partner group has worked hard to provide quality detailed project plans, promote Nenescape themes and objectives and
have invested time and funds to support the success of a Stage 2 application to the Heritage Lottery Fund.
Partners leading funded projects have received a conditional grant offer and have agreed to follow the terms and conditions thereafter
(Supporting documents, appendix x)
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8.7 Reporting Structure
Heritage Lottery Fund –
Grant Officer
Heritage Lottery Fund –
LPS Mentor
Partnership Boards
Competent Authority –
University of
Northampton

Interpretation and
Community Engagement
Officer

Lead Partner – River
Nene Regional Park

Project Support Officer

Project Development
Manager

Contributing partners
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9.0 Monitoring and evaluation
9.1 Evaluation framework
Nenescape needs to work within a limited resource, working productively to make the most of all available assets. Therefore, the partnership will
procure an independent evaluation partner to provide training for delivery partners to collect their own data and advise the best ways to conduct
monitoring activities. The independent evaluation partner will also provide reports mid-way through delivery of the scheme and again during the
final year to evaluate the scheme and inform a legacy plan. Embedding monitoring into our scheme at this early stage means we can use this
learning to improve the projects as they move forward, as well as build on the evaluation findings when we undertake new programmes of work
in the future.
The evaluation partner will enable the core partners to have an active role in shaping and delivering aspects of the evaluation activity and data
collection, and play a shared role alongside them in analysing and interpreting data, which will allow the project to achieve more. This process
will enable us to:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate to HLF, to other funders and to partner organisations what Nenescape is achieving
Provide us with a mechanism which will inform and support scheme management and scheme governance
Look forward as well as backward – in particular helping us to plan project and scheme legacy
Help us to maximise what we (and others) learn from delivery of the landscape partnership scheme
The evaluation partner will work with both the core Nenescape team and individual project leads to ensure all our monitoring and
evaluation activities are fit for purpose

A summary table of individual project monitoring and evaluation activity is provided in Part 2 of the LCAP.
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10.0 Sustainability and legacy
10.1 Activities to promote sustainability
Nenescape plans to:
•
•
•

Carry out heritage audits and improve interpretation of archaeological sites
Undertake ecological surveys for river restoration projects, covering such issues as flooding, water use and water pollution
Provide training for local, volunteer-led heritage and wildlife groups to ensure the necessary skills to protect, promote and fund heritage is
available
Through these activities, heritage will be better managed, in better condition and better recorded.

•
•
•
•
•

Create a visitor guide for river users which will improve visitor knowledge of local heritage and surrounding attractions
Help Destination Nene Valley establish a ‘sense of place’ toolkit for local tourism businesses, which will promote the valley’s heritage, create
a cohesive visitor message and advice on how to best promote themselves
Work with a volunteer bureau to actively attract people from a wider range of ages, ethnicities and social backgrounds
Continue to review the local and visitor audience to identify hard-to-reach groups and target our marketing (for events, training, volunteering,
etc.) accordingly
Provide opportunities for students, volunteers and staff to engage in research, restoration and wildlife management projects.
Through these activities people will develop new skills, volunteer time and learn about heritage

•
•
•
•

Publicise and encourage cycle and footpath use for locals and tourists
Foster a greater sense of community cohesion and pride by bringing local communities together to work on or learn about projects
Improve and facilitate physical and intellectual access to the landscape to increase opportunities for a wider audience
Boost the economy of the valley through tourism and new skills, providing opportunities for local businesses to benefit from more visitors,
increased spend, and longer stays/repeat visits.

Through these activities, our community and area will be a better place to live, work and visit. The environment will be in better
condition and more and a wider range of people will engage with heritage.
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10.2 Legacy planning
Nenescape aims and ambitions will drive legacy planning throughout the scheme, but formal planning will begin at the end of Year 3 following
the publication of the independent mid-term review.
It is the current view of the Nenescape board that Destination Nene Valley will inherit the LPS forward plan, which will include:
• A legacy strategy for the Landscape Partnership
• A list of deliverable projects to be adopted by Destination Nene Valley Strategic Board
Long term management plans for individual restoration projects; landscape, river
and archaeology will be adopted through completion of individual schemes and
taken forward by partners appropriately positioned to do so at the time of
planning, such as Nene Valley Catchment Partnership and Northamptonshire and
Peterborough Local Nature Partnerships.
Each delivery partner will also produce legacy planning for assets and heritage
secured and identified during delivery of their project.
The partnerships already secured through the Stage 1 application, have been
strengthened by the development phase and opportunities for shared working
continues to grow alongside the ambitions of Nenescape. The Nenescape core
team will enable partners to come together regularly throughout the delivery
phase to cement relationships and encourage shared practices.
Figure 63 Nene Valley Festival event 2016 (DNV)
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11.0 Environmental statement
An environmental and sustainable approach will be incorporated into all areas of Nenescape and projects will adopt the key principles outlined in
the Heritage Lottery Fund ‘Reducing Environmental Impacts’ guidance.
All projects will be assessed on their environmental principles and priority will be given to projects that offer sustainable solutions for preserving
and protecting the environment.
It will be necessary for engagement purposes to produce some printing, however digital storage and communication will be primary practice in
order to reduce the demand on paper and energy.
We will endeavour to source local contractors and services to reduce vehicles on the road and increase demand on fossil fuels and will
encourage our partners to do the same.

Figure 64 Mallard in flight over water (Destination Nene Valley)
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